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materials science and associated research
fields. A major challenge in these fields lies
in the direct observation of the intrinsic
and dynamic properties of diverse materials in multidimensions and at the atomic
scale, including their structures, chemical
compositions, electronic states, and spins.
Accordingly, the roadmap of TEM technological and methodological innovations
has involved great efforts devoted to the
pursuit of higher spatial resolution, more
correlated structural information and less
electron beam damage. In the aspect of
pushing the spatial resolution limits of
electron microscopy, advanced aberration
correction techniques[1] or ptychographic
diffractive imaging methods[2] nowadays
allow the imaging of nanoscale objects
down to atomic- or even deep sub-Ångstrom resolution. In addition, modern
TEM instruments unite various spectroscopic and in situ (operando) techniques
and provide multidimensional correlated
structural, chemical and electronic information spanning the
spatial,[3] time,[4–8] energy,[9] and momentum dimensions.[10]
Such high-resolution and correlated information is important in
providing a solid basis for the determination of structure–property relationships in materials. Notwithstanding this, electrons
interact very strongly with materials, which might inevitably
introduce temporary or permanent structural changes, typically
through atomic displacements or electronic excitations. Thus,
the development of TEM techniques and methods for imaging
materials that are highly vulnerable to electron beam irradiation becomes crucial. In fact, while successful applications of
low-dose cryogenic-TEM techniques[11–14] and single-particle
tomography (SPT) methods[15,16] have boosted developments
in structural biology in the past decades,[17] knowledge of electron beam damage in a wider range of materials science specimens remains fragmentary by comparison, and corresponding
TEM imaging technologies and methodologies are much less
explored until recently.
Actually, many aspects of the latest advances in materials
science research are exactly pioneered by the synthesis and
application of materials which happen to be beam-sensitive.
Such materials include i) inorganic materials containing light
metals,[18,19] zeolites,[20–24] and low-dimensional materials (e.g.,
graphene, carbon nanotubes, and molybdenum disulfide);[25–27]
ii) organic materials like covalent–organic frameworks
(COFs),[28,29] macromolecules,[30–32] and polymers;[33] and
iii) organic–inorganic hybrid materials like metal–organic

Electron microscopy allows the extraction of multidimensional
spatiotemporally correlated structural information of diverse materials down
to atomic resolution, which is essential for figuring out their structure–
property relationships. Unfortunately, the high-energy electrons that carry this
important information can cause damage by modulating the structures of the
materials. This has become a significant problem concerning the recent boost
in materials science applications of a wide range of beam-sensitive materials,
including metal–organic frameworks, covalent–organic frameworks, organic–
inorganic hybrid materials, 2D materials, and zeolites. To this end, developing
electron microscopy techniques that minimize the electron beam damage for
the extraction of intrinsic structural information turns out to be a compelling
but challenging need. This article provides a comprehensive review on the
revolutionary strategies toward the electron microscopic imaging of beamsensitive materials and associated materials science discoveries, based on
the principles of electron–matter interaction and mechanisms of electron
beam damage. Finally, perspectives and future trends in this field are put
forward.

1. Introduction
Developments in transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
are largely motivated by the quest for essential information in
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frameworks (MOFs)[34–36] and organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites.[34,37] These materials have intriguing physicochemical
properties and promising applications,[38–44] and direct imaging
in the TEM provides a powerful tool to correlate, not only bulk
structure, but also local structure with their properties at the
atomic scale. This is, however, constrained by the fact that their
structures degrade rapidly during TEM imaging upon the exposure to electrons above a certain kinetic energy, dose rate or
accumulated dose.[24,45] For example, MOFs comprise a large
family of porous crystalline materials featuring highly designable and flexible pore architectures, framework topologies and
structural functionalities, and they hold great promise for a
wide range of applications, such as gas separation and storage,
sensing, and catalysis.[46–48] However, an unambiguous structure determination of MOFs through TEM imaging is unfortunately very challenging because most MOFs typically collapse
after exposure to only a few electrons Å–2.[34,35,49] As another
example, graphene, well known for its 2D structure, unprecedented mechanical strength and high charge carrier mobility, is
susceptible to degradation for electron beam energies exceeding
80 keV.[45] As yet another example, a major barrier to the nextgeneration lithium-ion batteries (LIB) involves the growth of
dendrites on the anodes (e.g., lithium-metal anode), which also
falls beyond the capability of conventional TEM characterization due to the high electron vulnerability of lithium and its
related phases.[50] Such examples highlight the severe restrictions that must be imposed on TEM imaging of beam-sensitive
materials. These restrictions largely limit the accessible image
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the reasonable
identification and interpretation of the intrinsic materials structures. To this end, the development of revolutionary TEM technologies and methodologies for imaging irradiation-vulnerable
materials is at the cutting edge of many emerging fields in
materials science, and will dramatically accelerate the pace of
groundbreaking discoveries in these fields.
In this review, we systematically summarize the recently
developed strategies to overcome electron beam damage in
TEM imaging, including both instrumental and methodological innovations, with an emphasis on the basic principles of
electron–matter interactions and mechanisms of electron beam
damage. Applications of these strategies and associated fundamental discoveries in materials science are presented. Finally, a
short discussion on the perspectives and future trends is given.

2. Physical Origin and Behavior of Electron
Beam Damage
2.1. Basic Principles of Electron–Matter Interaction
As probing particles, electrons interact much more strongly with
condensed matter compared to X-ray photons and neutrons.
Owing to Coulomb interactions, the cross-section for electrons
to scatter from atoms is typically about 105 times greater than for
X-ray photons,[51] which means electrons can be routinely used
to probe nanoscale objects and even single atoms. Moreover, as
charged particles, electrons can be easily focused by magnetic
or electrostatic lenses, which enables diverse optical modalities,
like scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), TEM
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and diffraction, all in a single instrument, simply by cooperatively changing the strength of appropriate lenses.
In a TEM, electrons are emitted from an electron source
via either thermal or field emission, and then accelerated to
multi-kilovolts before reaching the thin specimen. The majority
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of electrons penetrate the specimen and are scattered forward
through relatively small angles.[52] The scattered electrons carry
structural and chemical information about the specimen, which
is based on the modulation of the amplitude, phase, momentum
and energy of the incident electrons. The electron scattering can
be classified into two broad categories, elastic scattering and
inelastic scattering, according to whether or not the energetic
state of the specimen is maintained.[52] The amount of energy
imparted to the specimen critically depends on the electron
dose or dose rate, which are defined as the number of incident
electrons per unit area of the specimen and the number of incident electrons per unit area per unit time, respectively.
Elastic scattering mainly arises from the Coulomb interaction between the incident electrons and the screened nuclei of
atoms in the specimen.[53,54] Elastic scattering alters the trajectory (momentum) of incoming electrons while maintaining
their kinetic energy. Additionally, considering the wave nature
of electrons, the scattering can be classified as coherent or incoherent, depending on whether or not the scattered electrons
maintain a constant phase relation to the incident electrons.
Electrons that interact with the nuclei are elastically scattered,
and those collected at higher angles tend to be incoherent due
to the combined effects from the modulation by the uncorrelated thermal vibrations of crystal lattice (thermal diffuse

scattering, TDS) and the potential detector filtering effects of
localized 1s-type Bloch states.[55] The fraction of high-angle scattered electrons approach “Rutherford scattering” and gives rise
to “Z-contrast” imaging.[52,55] In general, the elastic scattering
cross-section increases with atomic number Z, and it decreases
with increasing beam energy.[51,56]
Inelastic scattering changes both the trajectory and kinetic
energy of the incident electrons, which usually results in the
excitation of phonons, excitation of conduction or valence electrons or ionization of inner atomic shells of the specimen.[54,57]
Inelastic scattering includes many distinct physical events that
arise from direct ionization, individual electronic excitations
and collective plasmon/phonon excitations, which give rise
to secondary/Auger electrons, X-rays, cathodoluminescence,
and heat.[52–54,57,58] Besides, the energy imparted by the initial
interaction is often much higher than the work function of
the material, causing immediate ejection of the electron and
leaving behind free radicals, broken bonds, etc.[52]

2.2. Mechanisms of Electron Beam Damage
From a mechanism perspective, as summarized in Figure 1,
the electron beam damage usually includes knock-on damage,

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the interaction between a high-energy electron beam and a thin specimen and associated mechanisms of electron
beam damage. PE, SE, TE, FSE, BSE, and CL refer to primary, secondary, transmitted, forward scattering, back scattering electrons and cathodoluminescence respectively.
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radiolysis, charging, heating. An important symptom of electron beam damage is atomic displacements.[59] Individual
atomic displacements may give rise to defects (e.g., Frenkel
pairs) in the bulk, while they result in atomic sputtering on
the surface.[59] Cooperative atomic displacements, on the other
hand, can induce amorphization,[60] phase transformation,[61]
and diffusion and segregation.[62]
A direct interaction between an electron and a nucleus generally introduces knock-on atomic displacements and surface
sputtering, which can occur for beam energies beyond a certain threshold energy.[56] The knock-on damage depends on
the threshold energy for the displacement of a particular atom,
which is determined by the displacement energy (displacement
energy is termed as “Ed” or “Es” for the surface binding energy)
and the atomic weight (A) of specific atoms. The threshold
energy could be as low as 100 keV, especially for surface displacement as Es is usually much smaller than Ed. If the incident
electron energy is below the threshold energy for the displacement of a particular atom, the knock-on damage can be completely eased. Notably, this is true for pure and infinitely large
materials. In reality, however, such thresholds may not exist
because of the finite sample sizes and the existence of defects,
where binding energies are significantly lowered. The electron
beam damage for the inorganic materials could be quite substantial in the form of knock-on damage. However, the knockon damage is not the main damage for insulators. Inelastic
electron–electron or electron–phonon scattering can cause radiolysis (ionization), heating, electrostatic charging, and diffusion
(contamination) and segregation.[59] Among them, radiolysis is
often considerable and it originates from long-lived electronic
excitations (e.g., >1 ps, for insulators[56]) that drive atomic
displacements[63] through energy–momentum transfer assisted
by either thermal vibrations[64] or Coulomb interactions.[65]
Radiolysis damage also has a cross-section that is closely
related with the energy–momentum conversion efficiency from
inelastic scattering.[56,57] For energy–momentum conversion
assisted by thermal vibration, Arrhenius law will hold for the
atomic jump rate. As a result, radiolysis is often temperature
dependent.[56,59,66,67]
From a materials perspective, depending on their different
structures and damage mechanisms, a considerable fraction of
beam-sensitive materials belong to either of the two types: dosesensitive or dose-rate sensitive.[68] The former type of materials
is sensitive to the accumulated electron dose and there is an
associated threshold value (i.e., critical dose) before structural
degradation becomes considerable.[59] The overall dose normalized damage effect does not rely on the dose-rate, i.e., the
“dose-rate effect,”[69] defined as dose-rate dependent damage
produced per unit dose,[57] appears to be linear. Regarding the
underlying beam damage mechanisms, both knock-on displacement and radiolysis are dose dependent.[56] A large number of
organic, inorganic and organic–inorganic hybrid materials are
dose-sensitive, such as most molecular crystals,[70] polymers,[71]
zeolites,[72] COFs,[73] and MOFs.[34,74] In these cases, the rate of
beam damage likely overwhelms any structural recovery that
occurs. Materials of the latter type usually include some ionic
materials,[75–78] such as transition metal oxides (TMOs)[75] and
fluorides,[76,77] of which the beam damage effects are strongly
dependent on the dose rate. For materials with increased
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radiation sensitivity upon elevated dose rate, a “direct” dose-rate
effect is attributed, which in some cases arises from the poor
electrical conductivity and accumulated charging.[57] Damages
may be largely eased under a critical value of the dose rate (i.e.,
dose-rate threshold). On the contrary, an “inverse” dose-rate
effect refers to decreased radiation sensitivity upon increased
dose rate, which mainly originates from slower beam damage
events such as diffusion-limited mass loss, precipitation and
segregation.[57] The underlying dose-rate dependent damage
mechanisms, such as heating, charging (or damage that fits
the “damage by the induced electric field, DIEF” model[56])
and diffusion allow the recovery of structures against beam
damage,[75,79] possibly through heat and charge dissipations,[56]
as well as back-diffusion processes.[69,80,81] Notably, under certain circumstances, the beam damages are affected by multiple
mechanisms while the dominant mechanism as well as the
overall dose-rate effect may vary depending on the illumination conditions and material properties.[21,56] As an example,
the radiolysis, charging or DIEF mechanism strongly depends
on the electric conductivity of the materials, which would however change significantly upon beam irradiation. For silicates,
the beam-induced amorphization increases the band gap and
thus decreases the conductivity.[56,82] While the beam-induced
oxygen desorption in TMOs, such as TiO2,[83,84] V2O5,[83–85]
Nb2O5,[83,84] CuO,[86] MnO2,[87] WO3,[84,88,89] and MoO3,[90] leads
to the surface reduction through either Knotek and Feibelman
mechanism[65,91] or direct sublimation of O2, which usually
increases the conductivity.

2.3. Measurement of Electron Beam Damage
A TEM tool that is capable of quantitatively measuring the
degree of structural change of materials provides a solid basis
to experimentally determine the behavior and mechanisms of
beam damage. Depending on the type of structural change,
there are generally three strategies for the quantitative measurement of beam damage: i) measure the evolution of structural
order,[92] ii) measure the chemical composition variation,[93]
and iii) measure the changes in local and collective structural
features.[74]
The first strategy only applies for crystalline materials
and actually measures the gradual loss of crystallinity upon
electron beam irradiation, which is very sensitive to atomic
displacements and associated structural degradation/amorphization.[94] In this case, electron diffraction is most frequently
used as the probing tool because it is very dose efficient and
sensitive to even minor changes in structural order.[95] Electron
diffraction can be carried out under extremely low electron
dose rates, say 10−3 to 10−1 e Å−2 s−1, and high-quality time- or
dose-series diffraction patterns are acquired at relatively short
exposures and small cumulative doses (0.1–0.5 e Å−2).[94,96]
This allows a sensitive monitoring of tiny structural evolutions arising from the electron beam irradiation through the
fading of diffraction spots.[94] The fading dynamics should be
quantitative on thin specimens where kinematical diffraction
dominates. Another advantage of electron diffraction as a tool
for measuring beam damage over imaging lies in the fact that
it is less affected by beam-induced sample motion.[97,98] Such
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Figure 2. Measurement of electron beam damage. a) Electron diffraction patterns of a P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction before and after electron irradiation. b) Fading of relative diffraction intensity versus the accumulated dose for P3HT prepared by conventional method (CF), at room temperature
(RT), direct spin-coating (DS) and at 80 K (Cryo) at a dose rate of 10 e Å−2 s−1, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[79] Copyright 2017, American
Chemical Society. c) TEM image of single layer graphene. d) Number of displaced atoms versus dose and electron energy. For the 100 keV case,
sample 2 has a ca. three-time higher dose rate than sample 1. Reproduced with permission.[45] Copyright 2012, American Physical Society. e) EELS of
poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (rr-P3HT) at various electron doses. f) Integrated EELS intensities in low energy-loss regions as a function of electron
doses. Reproduced with permission.[99] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.

motion would however blur the real-space images and interfere with structural damage information. In addition, the
fading of different diffraction spots refers to varying degrees
of structural order, and those diffraction spots at higher spatial
frequencies generally fade first because they are more sensitive to structural order.[57] A representative example is shown
in Figure 2a, the fading dynamics of electron diffraction rings
of the poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric
acid methyl ester (PCBM) bulk heterojunction can be monitored, which allow the unambiguous determination of their
respective critical doses under different synthetic and imaging
conditions (Figure 2b).
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The second strategy allows the direct quantitative measurement of mass loss arising from the surface sputtering and other
beam damage mechanisms (e.g., ion emission or hole drilling).
Because various chemical species exhibit quite different mass
loss rate,[99] the overall chemical composition may change
upon beam irradiation. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) core-loss
spectroscopy provide ideal tools for (semi)quantitative measurement of element-specific mass loss associated with various
beam damage behaviors.[99–101] EDS generally has an accepted
accuracy of around 5% relative error for major elements,[101]
while the relative accuracy of EELS quantification strongly
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depends on many factors such as thickness, chemical composition and energies of the ionization edges.[102,103] In some
special systems, such as single-layer graphene, the mass loss
can be quantified by counting the knockout atoms as a function
of electron dose applied using high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) (Figure 2c,d).[45]
The third strategy quantitatively measures the local and
collective structural evolutions associated with chemical bonding,
coordination environment and electronic structure upon electron beam irradiation,[56,99,100,104–108] via either the fine structures
of the ionization edge or the low-loss regime in EELS spectroscopy.[99,100,104–106] The former feature allows the monitoring
of beam-induced local structural destruction associated with
chemical states,[106] bond hybridizations[108] and coordination
environment,[107] while the latter is related with the loss of collective structural properties such as plasmons and phonons.[99]
For example, to monitor the beam damage behaviors in a
π-conjugated sp2 carbon network, the destruction of sp2 carbon
species can be tracked by the intensity evolutions of either the
σ → π* peak in the carbon K-edge fine structure or the π-plasmon
peak in the low-loss regime of EELS spectroscopy.[109] As another
example, the characteristic π–π* electronic transition features are
used to discriminate different components in organic polymer
films and quantify their respective dose-dependent structural
damages (Figure 2e,f).[99] To monitor the beam damage behaviors
in SiO2, O–O peroxy species have been reported as a good indicator for EELS through the O K-edge fine structures.[56]
The quantitative measurement of beam damage through the
above-mentioned three strategies can be carried out by monitoring the decay curves of certain features (i.e., either intensities of diffraction spots or peaks in the core- or low-loss regimes
of EELS spectroscopy). The dose-rate threshold and dose-rate
effects of materials can be directly monitored from the intensity
decay versus dose rate, while the critical dose can be extracted
from the decay curves versus accumulated dose by taking into
consideration of the beam damage kinetics. Both of the two
primary beam damage mechanisms, radiolysis and knock-on
displacement, are dose-dependent and thus have their respective critical doses. For the radiolysis mechanism, despite a few
exceptions,[7,69,110–117] the beam damage rate in most cases
follows the first-order decay kinetics as below
ID = I0 e

−

D
Dc

(1)

where the “I0” and “ID” refer to initial and remnant intensities
of monitored feature at an accumulated electron dose of “D”. An
accumulated critical dose of “Dc” at an ID/I0 ratio of 1/e is widely
used as a benchmark for evaluating the beam sensitivity of materials.[59] Notably, the critical dose measured via different strategies are usually quite different because the loss of structural
order is usually prior to the loss of mass due to the extra dose
required to displace the chemical species over large distance
toward surface sputtering.[57] While the damage of electronic
structures is even earlier for most specimens.[99] As an example,
the critical dose of polymer P3HT measured from the low-loss
EELS regime for π–π* transitions is an order of magnitude
smaller than that measured from the fading dynamics of diffraction peaks.[99] Similar phenomenon is observed on Cu-phthalocyanine as a molecular crystal with a critical dose determined
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from EELS fine structures decreased by a factor of five compared with that determined by electron diffraction.[57,59,118]
On the other hand, the beam damages associated with knockon displacement can be quantitatively measured by means of
the mass loss through surface sputtering, which follows a zeroorder beam damage kinetics as below[57]
I D = I 0 (1 − σ d D ) (2)
where the remnant intensity of monitored feature decays linearly with the accumulated dose. Instead of a critical dose, a
displacement cross-section “σd” is usually used as a benchmark
for evaluating the knock-on damage.[57]

2.4. Structural Sensitivity against Electron Beam Damage
2.4.1. Structural Aspects for Beam Damage Studies
The beam damage mechanisms have been widely studied and
documented, with an emphasis on the electron beam conditions and electron–matter interactions.[59] Actually, the beam
sensitivity of materials are essentially determined by their structures, including effects arising from chemical bonding, coordination environment, valence state, porosity, defect, crystal size,
and shape. In this section, these structural aspects for beam
damage behaviors have been systematically summarized, which
are classified into categories including crystal structures, microstructures and morphologies.

2.4.2. Crystal Structural Effects
The two important structural parameters associated with the
crystal structure of materials are chemical bonding and coordination geometry. They both play a decisive role in the structural
damage against either beam-induced ionization or knock-on
displacement, which has been extensively investigated over a
wide range of materials.
As an important category of beam-sensitive materials,
MOFs are composed of metal ions or clusters coordinated with
organic linkers, which form a porous crystalline framework.[119]
Although there lacks a systematic study on the beam damage
behaviors of MOFs, their distinct crystal structures usually
lead to quite different sensitivity against electron beam irradiation. For example, UiO-66(Zr) adopts a quite rigid framework with 12-coordinated Zr ions and quite covalent ZrO
bonds.[120] Accordingly, the high-frequency diffraction peak at
≈5 nm−1 starts to fade when the cumulative dose reaches about
17 e Å−2.[34] In contrast, ZIF-8(Zn) composed of 4-coordinated Zn ions with quite ionic ZnN bonds has its diffraction
peaks at a much lower spatial frequency faded under a similar
dose of ≈25 e Å−2 and completely loses its crystallinity at only
≈75 e Å−2.[35,49] The chemical bonding also determines the critical doses of organic compounds. The PCBM polymer exhibits
a critical dose that is over an order of magnitude greater than
that of P3HT polymer, which is attributed to the presence of
conjugated π-electron system in fullerenes and lack of CH
bonds.[99] Similarly, aliphatic compounds are usually more
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beam-sensitive than aromatic ones,[57] the latter of which are
also stabilized by π-electrons.
The chemical bonding strength is also closely associated with
the chemical composition.[57,99,121] It is observed that the substitution of hydrogen atoms in aliphatic and aromatic compounds
by different halide functional groups remarkably enhances their
beam durability, arising from the increased steric hindrance
against atomic displacement.[57,59,122,123] On the other side, it
is widely reported that organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite
(MPbX3 with X: Cl, Br, I and M: HC(NH2)2, CH3NH3) are much
more beam sensitive than its inorganic counterpart with organic
ions replaced by Cs+ ions.[34,37] Specifically, inorganic perovskite
can withstand a dose rate of ≈100 e Å−2 s−1 and a cumulative dose
of a few thousands electrons Å−2[37] while the organic–inorganic
hybrid perovskite may tolerate a dose rate of ≈4 e Å−2 s−1 and a
cumulative dose of only a few electrons Å−2.[34] The possible reasons for the beam sensitivity of these perovskites lie in the fact
that the PbX bonds in their crystal structures are less covalent
and moreover the Pb2+ ions are easily subject to reduction by
the electron beam.[124,125]
The crystal structural effect on the beam damage can be further extended to a “zone-axis effect” due to the different structural projections along diverse zone axes. As an example, the
orientation-dependent beam damage behaviors of rutile TiO2
have been systematically studied.[61] When TiO2 is viewed along
the [001] orientation, a continuous phase transition from TiO2
to α-Ti2O3 and to γ-TiO occurs. When [101] or [110] orientation is aligned, there are defects and surface roughness generated on TiO2 respectively, which finally lead to the formation
of voids. In addition, a threefold superstructure appears upon
beam irradiation along the [100] zone axis, while α-Ti2O3 would
form once imaged along the [111] direction.

2.4.3. Microstructural Effects
The microstructural effects, arising from porosity or defect,
are also important for beam damage behaviors.[126,127] Actually,
many porous materials, such as zeolites, COFs and MOFs,
are highly beam-sensitive.[21,24,29,34,35,128] Their beam damage
mechanisms are usually dominated by radiolysis.[128] The typical critical doses for aluminosilicate zeolites are within a few
hundreds of electrons Å–2.[129] While the typical critical doses
for MOFs and COFs are even lower, ranging from a few to a
few tens of electrons Å−2.[29,34,35] The introduction of porosity
into materials usually decreases their mechanical strength. Xu
et al. observed a strong tradeoff between porosity and elastic
modulus for amorphous porous silicas[130,131] For zeolites
as crystalline porous silicas, such as MFI, FER, BEA, MEL,
and CHA types, their measured elastic modulus are usually
within the range of 10–50 GPa, which fall far below those of
dense oxides like SiO2 (>100 GPa).[131,132] Accordingly, zeolites of almost all types are much more irradiation-vulnerable
than their dense phase counterparts (silicates). Similarly,
for MOFs and COFs as hybrid or organic porous materials,
including TAPB-TPOC6-COF, MOF-5, HKUST-1, and
majority of ZIFs, their elastic modulus are usually less than
10 GPa,[133,134] which fall well below those of dense hybrids
like zinc or copper phosphonoacetate polymorphs, lanthanum
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pyridinedicarboxylate and cerium oxalate formate.[133] The
decreased framework stiffness of porous materials compared
with dense materials tends to introduce large structural deformations upon bond breakage and atomic displacement as a
result of beam damage, which might result in more rapid loss
of crystallinity.
The defects, in terms of either point defects, cluster defects,
dislocations, stacking faults, or grain boundaries, are usually associated with locally modulated coordination environment,[135] dangling bonds,[136,137] and largely weakened framework stiffness,[138] and account for the drastically increased
beam sensitivity of materials.[25,139] Susi et al. observed that the
nitrogen doping into graphene and single-wall carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) introduces noticeable knock-on damage under 80 kV,
which should have not existed in corresponding pristine structures.[25] Such damage is triggered by the sputtering of carbon
atoms neighboring the substitutional nitrogen dopants rather
than the dopants themselves, which leads to the formation of
pyridinic sites.[25] Moreover, the displacement thresholds and
cross-sections are closely related with the exact dopant configurations in graphene as shown in Figure 3a–d. In another study
(Figure 3e), the beam damage behaviors of pristine SWCNT and
defective SWCNT can be directly monitored and compared.[140]
It is observed that the defective SWCNT exhibits noticeable
structural damage while the pristine SWCNT only exhibits
small distortions under electron beam irradiation. With prolonged irradiation, the whole defective SWCNT is completely
destroyed while the pristine SWCNT still maintains the original
morphology with slightly more remarkable distortions. These
results indicate that the possibly low-coordinated defective sites
are much more easily ionized by electron beam compared with
perfect structures. The defects also play a considerable role in
beam damage behaviors over metallic nanostructures. Zhu
et al. observed the beam-induced structural evolution of an
ultrathin helical Au nanowire with a Boerdijk−Coxeter−Bernal
(BCB) structure, which is constructed by face-sharing face-centered cubic (fcc) packed tetrahedra through nanotwinning.[139]
Without the protection from surface ligands, the beam irradiation easily drives the phase transformation from the helical
BCB structure to the more stable fcc structure accompanied by
the disappearance of twin boundaries (Figure 3f), which are
well reproduced by the corresponding phase transformation
simulations (Figure 3g).

2.4.4. Morphological Effects
Morphological effects on electron beam damage, especially
the size effects, are remarkable at the nanometer scale where
marked changes in physicochemical properties and electronic
structures take place.[141] For example, the size effect on beam
damage is usually not significant for metallic nanostructures
large than 5 nm, but could be prominent when approaching
nanometer-scale,[142] which refer to materials with reduced
dimensionality.[139,143,144] For 1D nanostructure systems,
Lacroix observed the degradation process of 1D ultrathin Au
nanowires.[144] It is found the degradation of Au nanowires
is extremely fast at 80 kV under a very low electron dose rate
(0.0145 e Å−2 s−1) because of the radiolytic damage. In contrast,
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Figure 3. The microstructural effects on electron beam damage. a–c) TEM images of N-graphene recorded at 80 kV. The upper right insets are magnified images of the areas in red squares. d) The plot showing the cross-sections versus the calculated displacement thresholds for different dopant
configurations in graphene. Reproduced with permission.[25] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. e) HRTEM images of SWCNTs structural
dynamics against beam irradiation. Reproduced with permission.[140] Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. f) HRTEM images of structural transformation from BCB tetrahelix to fcc Au nanowire under beam irradiation (insets are: left, Bragg-filtered images; right, FFTs). g) Simulated energy profile
and models showing structural dynamics without the ligand protection. Reproduced with permission.[139] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.

the degradation at 300 kV with a dose rate of 1.1 e Å−2 s−1
is relatively slow, arising from the high threshold of knock-on
damage for Au nanostructures. Similar phenomenon is
observed on a ultrathin helical Au nanowire.[139] An important
beam-induced morphological evolution for such 1D metallic
nanostructures arises from the Rayleigh instability effect,
which would transform the cylindrical nanowires into spherical
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particles in order to minimize the surface energy.[145] This
effect is directly monitored on an ultrathin Au nanowire via
electron beam heating, which leads to a locally “distributed”
Rayleigh instability behavior as shown in Figure 4a,b. The
breakup dynamics of an ultrathin [111] grown Au nanowire
due to Rayleigh instability can also be simulated using Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations under an elevated temperature, which
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Figure 4. The morphological effects on electron beam damage. a,b) TEM image and c) atomic model from simulations showing Rayleigh instability
behavior of Au nanowire. a,b) Reproduced with permission.[145] Copyright 2017, Springer. c) Reproduced with permission.[146] Copyright 2018 IOP
Publishing. TEM image (insets are SAED pattern and model) of the hcp Au nanosheets before d–f) after electron beam irradiation. Reproduced
with permission.[147] Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. g) Sequential STEM-ADF Z-contrast images of the Si6 cluster embedded in a graphene pore.
Reproduced with permission.[149] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. Medium-angle ADF images and models showing h) direct exchange, i) both direct
exchange and SW transition between P atom and a C neighbor (scale bars, 2 Å), j) the knocking out of C atom by electron beam and k) the replacement
of P dopant by a C atom. Reproduced with permission.[148] Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).

results in more stable nanoclusters bounded by {111} facets
through surface diffusion (Figure 4c).[146] On the other hand,
as a typical 2D nanostructure system, ultrathin Au nanosheets
with hexagonal close packing (hcp) structure are also subject
to remarkable electron beam damage,[147] which quickly lose
their ultrathin nanosheet morphology and generate abundant pores with thicker pore walls (Figure 4d). Combining
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and HRTEM of individual pore walls (Figure 4e,f), this morphological evolution is
accompanied with the hcp to fcc phase transformation and the
formation of nanotwins and stacking faults.[147] For 0D nanostructure systems, especially those with ultrasmall sizes down
to clusters or even single atoms, the knock-on damage becomes
significant.[148–150] Such damage scheme would introduce
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considerable structural evolutions and dynamics through
atomic displacements or even knockout, which in most
cases are irreversible.[150–152] Lee et al. observed the reversible structural dynamics of a Si6 cluster trapped in a graphene nanopore.[149] As is shown in Figure 4g, the reversible
dynamics feature the back-and-forth displacement of a
single Si atom within the whole cluster, which is driven by
the kinetic energy transferred from the 60 keV electron beam
below the knock-out threshold energy for Si atoms. Su et al.
further classified those elementary steps for beam-induced
dynamics of single-atom dopants in graphene into two categories (Figure 4h–k): i) atom-conserving steps, including direct
exchange and Stone–Wales (SW) transition; ii) atom-nonconserving steps, including knockout and replacement.[148]
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Curvature is another important morphological feature that
usually applies to tubular nanostructures and is associated
with the atomic displacement threshold energies and electronic excitations.[25,153] The diameter-dependent stability of
SWCNT has been studied at 80 kV, which is below its knock-on
damage threshold of pristine graphene.[140] It is observed that
the SWCNTs with a size below 1 nm suffer significant structural damages under electron beam irradiation while those with
a size of 2.3 nm remain stable. The physical origin has been
well reviewed and summarized,[25] which is attributed to the
curvature-dependent displacement thresholds of SWCNTs. For
SWCNTs with a diameter of ≈2 nm, the displacement thresholds approach those of pristine graphene. These values remarkably decrease with increased curvature for SWCNTs with
smaller diameters.

3. Technological and Methodological Innovations
3.1. General Implications
As mentioned above, beam-sensitive materials exhibit different
beam damage mechanisms and thus distinct responses to the
beam energy and dose rate. For example, materials dominated
by ionization damage are more vulnerable to electron beams of
lower energy.[21,59] On the other hand, materials with an inverse
dose rate effect prefer a higher dose rate within a given cumulative dose, while those with a direct dose rate effect tend to withstand a characteristic dose rate before their structure quickly
degrades.[57] According to Egerton,[154] the critical dose for most
dose-sensitive materials is so low that under such a dose the
image resolution is no longer determined by the instrument
but the electron dose used for imaging, due to the poor SNR.
The dose-limited resolution (δ) can be defined by the following
equation[154]
−

1

−

1

−

1

δ = SNR DQE 2 C −1F 2 (Dc /e ) 2 (3)
where i) “SNR” refers to an SNR to measure signals with a
target degree of uncertainty and a “Rose criterion” states an SNR
of at least 5 to distinguish features with 100% certainty;[155,156]
ii) “DQE” refers to the quantum detection efficiency of the electron detectors; iii) “C” refers to the contrast between resolution elements (related with peak-to-background ratio, PBR);[154]
iv) “F” refers to the signal efficiency (i.e., fraction of primary
electrons reaching the detector and used for image formation);
and v) “Dc” is the critical electron dose.
Actually, the dose-limited resolution equation itself also
provides general problem-solving strategies. Specifically, for
the DQE term, an electron detector with high detection efficiency, for example coupled with direct-detection and electron
counting techniques will benefit for enhanced image SNR
and resolution as reviewed in Section 3.4; The contrast term,
is strongly related with imaging mode and detectors. For
example, diverse phase contrast imaging modes would result
in different contrast transfer forms and can be further modulated by either prespecimen or postspecimen phase plate.[157]
These points will be mainly introduced in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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The signal efficiency term F is usually higher for bright-field
imaging than dark-field imaging modes due to the difference in
number of electrons collected by their respective detectors.[154]
The critical dose Dc term, as can be experimentally measured
(Section 2.3), is a resolution-limiting factor. It is mainly determined by a combination of effects arising from the crystal
structural, microstructural and morphological properties of
materials, as clearly demonstrated in Section 2.4, based on
the principles of electron–matter interaction and mechanisms
of electron beam damage as reviewed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
There are many technological and methodological strategies to
overcome the Dc barrier and improve the image resolution limited by dose. Through the electron optics system (Sections 3.2),
the Dc values of materials can be modulated by beam energy,
beam current density, and imaging modes due to their different
beam damage mechanisms and dose-rate effects.[75,158] Even
with the same Dc values, the beam damages can be effectively
minimized or retarded by employing either a sparsely sampled,
a pulsed or an aloof electron probe.[7,159,160] Similar idea can be
extended to high-fidelity 3D reconstruction by low-dose orientation sampling. Moreover, as described in Section 3.3, the Dc
values can also be enhanced by diverse specimen treatment
methods, including specimen coating or freezing.[49,57] These
cutting-edge dose-efficient EM technologies and methodologies
have led to groundbreaking scientific discoveries associated
with diverse beam-sensitive materials, as reviewed in Section 4.

3.2. Strategies Associated with Electron Optics System
3.2.1. Electron Energy Modulation
Low-kV Imaging Assisted by Monochromator or Cold-FEG:
The knock-on damage may be greatly eased below a threshold
voltage because of its dependence on the threshold energy of
atomic displacement.[161] Accordingly, low-kV imaging significantly reduces the knock-on damage and also enhances the
image contrast,[154,162] but at the expenses of increased radiolytic
damage as well as compromised image resolution and penetration depth.[139,163] In principle, the focal spread that determines
the information limit of an HRTEM image is basically limited
by chromatic aberration of the objective lens and energy spread
of the beam.[164,165] To improve the image resolution under lowkV, two simple strategies are straightforward: i) to decrease the
specimen thickness for minimized chromatic aberration effects
on the resolution degradation and ii) to minimize the energy
spread of electron beam by using a monochromator[158,166–169]
or cold-FEG.[170]
There are different types of monochromator architectures,[171] while a key design lies in the generation of an
achromatic and stigmatic illumination by employing an energydispersive deflector that allows the utilization of electron beam
within a specific energy range upon an energy selection slit
(Figure 5a).[169] Morishita imaged the gold nanoparticles under
low-kV with a monochromator and a Delta-type Cs corrector.[158]
As shown in Figure 5b–e, compared with the TEM image
taken with a non-monochromated source, the one taken with
a monochromated source has largely improved image resolution. Moreover, the monochromated and Cs-corrected HRTEM
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Figure 5. a) The ray diagrams without or with monochromator. Reproduced with permission.[169] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. b,d) TEM images and
c,e) corresponding FFT patterns of Au nano-particles measured at voltage of 60 kV with b) non-monochromated source and d) monochromated
source. Reproduced with permission.[158] Copyright 2015 IOP Publishing. f ) Simplified sketch of ray diagrams for Cs corrected and Cs + Cc corrected configurations. g) TEM images of gold clusters obtained by g1) an uncorrected TEM, g2) a Cs-only corrected TEM, and g3) the Cc + Cs
corrected SALVE instrument. Experimental and calculated Cc/Cs-corrected 30-kV HRTEM images of graphene (2.5 × 106 e nm−2) h) and MoS2
(3.0 × 105 e nm−2) i). h1,i1) The magnified images. h2,i2) The averaged experimental images. h3,i3) The simulated images. h4,i4) The corresponding
line profiles. Reproduced with permission.[174] Copyright 2016, APS Physics.
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image shows the lattice transfer up to 213 pm for a single-layer
graphene at 20 kV with high image contrast.[172] Nowadays, the
best achievable resolution of low-kV TEM imaging is even well
beyond 0.5 Å once a monochromator is equipped.[173]
Low-kV Imaging Combined with Cs + Cc Correction: Typically, chromatic aberration restricts the focal spread and image
information limit below 100 kV, while spherical aberration
(Cs) becomes the dominant resolution-limiting factor beyond
100 kV.[175] The decrease of the voltage could reduce the knockon damage, but increase the radiolysis. Thus, the final choice of
voltage might depend on a compromise between radiolysis and
knock-on damage for a specific specimen, when both chromatic
and spherical aberrations may play a comparable role determine
the image resolution. An ultimate approach that combines both
the spherical and chromatic aberration corrections allows the
atomic-resolution TEM observations on beam-sensitive materials
at low voltage in range of 20–80 kV.[174,176] A representative microscope that has both Cc and Cs correctors is constructed in three
phases of the SALVE (sub-Ångström low-voltage electron microscopy) project in Ulm University.[172] The corrector is consisted of

eight multipoles.[174] The superposition of electrostatic and magnetostatic quadrupole fields are used to correct the chromatic
aberration while a certain combination of magnetostatic octupole
fields is applied to correct the spherical aberration.[174] A simplified ray diagram containing Cs corrector and Cs/Cc correctors
are compared in Figure 5f. Figure 5g compares the TEM images
of Au clusters obtained by an uncorrected TEM, a Cs-only corrected TEM and the Cc/Cs-corrected SALVE TEM.[158] Only the
image obtained by Cc/Cs-corrected TEM shows the Au clusters
atomically. Besides, Figure 5h,i shows both the experimental and
calculated Cc/Cs-corrected 30 kV HRTEM images of graphene
and MoS2. Moreover, the resolution of HRTEM images collected
from a Cc/Cs-corrected electron microscope could be better than
0.14 nm at a voltage as low as 20 kV.[174]

3.2.2. Imaging Mode Selection
TEM versus STEM Imaging: There are two fundamental
operation modes of TEM (Figure 6): parallel beam illumination

Figure 6. The ray diagrams of a) STEM imaging mode, b) TEM imaging mode, and c) Multipass TEM imaging mode. d) Model and the simulated
TEM images of HIV-1 Gag protein at different electron doses for different numbers of passes. Reproduced with permission.[177] Copyright 2017, Cambridge University Press. e) Schematics of pulsed beam (dose rate: 52 e Å−2 s−1) and f) continuous wave illumination (dose rate: 630 e Å−2 s−1) together
with recorded diffraction patterns. Red arrows indicate the position of the g = 0.46 Å−1 scattering vector that is unique to β-MgCl2. Reproduced with
permission.[7] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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(TEM) and scanning beam illumination with a highly focused
probe (STEM). The configuration of STEM mode closely resembles that of TEM mode, but with the optics reversed.[52] A significant difference between the two imaging modes lies in the
beam condition, which is crucial for imaging beam-sensitive
materials.[57] Generally, TEM mode has a uniform and continuous illumination onto the specimen while STEM mode has
a much more intensive instantaneous illumination together
with an accumulated dose 104–105 times higher.[75] Although
advanced electron detection technology, such as direct-detection and pixelated cameras, has drastically brought down the
typical dose used for imaging several orders of magnitude for
both imaging modes,[34,35,49,135] their distinct beam conditions
are suited for imaging beam-sensitive materials with different
dose-rate effects. For materials with a direct dose-rate effect
(e.g., damage dominant by heating or charging[57]), which have
elevated damage per unit dose with increased dose rate, TEM
mode usually leads to less structural damage. For those with
an inverse dose-rate effect (e.g., damage dominant by slow
diffusion-limited mass loss or precipitation[57]), which have
decreased damage per unit dose with increased dose-rate,
STEM mode may provide a better choice.
Multipass TEM Imaging: For any EM imaging techniques
that use uncorrelated electrons as the probe, there is a finite
SNR associated the electron counting statistics (shot noise or
Poisson noise) and arising from the discrete nature of electrons.[178] The SNR is proportional to the square root of the
number of electrons detected.[93] In other words, for applications that restrict the cumulative electron dose (e.g., imaging
beam-sensitive materials), the shot noise would be a limiting
factor for the image SNR and resolution.[154] This limit can
actually be overcome by introducing correlated electrons as the
probe, which reduces the counting error down to the Heisenberg limit[179] and results in a squared SNR of shot noise. There
have been many proposals to create correlated probing particles, most of which are however practically unrealistic. Kasevich and co-workers proposed a design of multipass TEM that
allows the creation of correlated electrons by passing the phase
object multiple times, which could be used to enhance the resolution of TEM images limited by dose.[180] Compared with the
typical TEM, multipass TEM add two more electron mirrors
and a pulsed electron source (Figure 6c). The two mirrors allow
the pulsed electron beam to pass through the sample multiple
times,[177] the total dose can thus be reduced to obtain an image
with the same SNR. After a specific number of passes, the electron could be collected by the detectors. Figure 6d shows the
simulated TEM images of HIV-1 Gag protein at different electron doses for different numbers of passes.[177] It is observed
that the SNR of the image reaches maximum at neither too
many passes nor too few passes. It is straightforward that few
passes lead to low SNR, while the low SNR at a high number
of passes is possibly ascribed to the phase wrapping or inelastic
losses.[177]
Ultrafast TEM Imaging: Inspired by the successful applications of high-intensity X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) in
resolving structures of biological macromolecules through
“diffract-and-destroy” scheme,[181–184] the possibility of using
short electron pulses to probe electron beam-sensitive materials have also been explored.[7,51,185] The timescales and
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mechanisms for outrunning the radiation damage with either
XFELs or pulsed electrons have been compared.[51,185] XFELs
employ repetitive femtosecond X-ray pulses (<100 fs) that
outrun primary ionization damage,[51,185–187] while pulsed electrons can hardly achieve very short period with sufficiently
high brightness due to the Coulomb repulsion between the
electrons in each bunch.[185] Longer electron pulses allow the
elimination of relatively slow secondary or tertiary damage
processes (e.g., diffusion-limited processes[57]) rather than the
primary ionization damage,[57,185] which would also be important for materials adopting inverse dose-rate effects[57,69,188]
or retarded damage upon dose fractionation.[159,189–191] Moreover, pulsed electrons enable ultrafast electron microscopy
(UEM) that provides structural dynamics in both reciprocal
and real spaces with high temporal resolution,[192,193] which
is able to precisely track the phase transitions,[6] Moiré fringe
dynamics,[194] crystallization phenomena[195] and materials
surface dynamics.[196–198] As an excellent example for the
application of pulsed electrons, a picosecond temporal electron illumination is used to track the beam damage dynamics
of MgCl2 at atomic resolution.[7] Figure 6e,f compares the electron diffraction patterns obtained by pulsed beam irradiation
and randomly delivered electrons irradiation at the same beam
current of 0.5 nA, respectively.[7] Under the electron beam
irradiation, α-MgCl2 would transformed to β-MgCl2, which
can be identified by electron diffraction. The characteristic
0.46 Å−1 scattering vector of β-MgCl2 is absent when irradiated
by pulsed beam while is present by random electron irradiation. Similar phenomenon was observed over a model linear
saturated hydrocarbon (n-hexatriacontane, C36H74), where a
repeatable reduction in beam damage was observed with femtosecond-timed single-electron packets.[199] These results indicate the ultrafast pulsed beam could largely ease the electron
beam damage perhaps through the phonon dissipation among
individual electron packet.[7]

3.2.3. Electron Beam Control
Nondestructive EELS through Aloof Mode: Knock-on damages
are considerable once the threshold energy of the specimen is
quite low. Moreover, radiolysis in many cases overwhelms the
knock-on effects and is usually unavoidable, because radiolysis
almost has no threshold energy.[57] Ideally, a “nontouching”
electron probe avoids these damage effects and allows the nondestructive investigation of structural and physicochemical
properties of the specimens. To this end, the “aloof” beam
EELS technique has been proposed by Warmack dating back
to 1984[200] and systematically reviewed by Crozier recently.[160]
This technique allows the off-site sensing of valence and vibrational signals from the near-surface regions of the specimen
when the electron probe is placed away from the specimen. The
mechanisms of aloof beam EELS technique are closely related
with the delocalization nature of valence and phonon losses,
which are based on the long-range electromagnetic interactions
between electrons as near-field source and the specimen.[160]
Because of the “off-site” feature of aloof beam EELS, the knockon damage is eliminated and the radiolysis is also largely
minimized.[160]
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Specifically, the valence loss signals collected by aloof beam
EELS mode are associated with those composition and dielectric
response predominantly from the surface region. While the
phonon loss signals are often attributed to those vibrational
fingerprints of surface adsorbates and surface phonon modes
of materials.[160] Crozier reported the aloof beam vibrational
EELS spectra of the beam-sensitive carbon nitride (g-CNxHy),
from which the corresponding N–H stretching modes together
with C–N and s-triazine ring modes are explicitly identified
and match well with the FTIR spectrum.[160] Rez applied this
technique to analyze the biological materials.[201] On the other
hand, the nondestructive aloof beam EELS is even able to
discriminate the ultrathin surface hydrate layers on the MgO
nanocubes from hydroxide layers based on their distinct characteristic vibrational energy-loss peaks.[202] An encouraging perspective on the applications of the aloof beam EELS technique
lies in the in situ EM, where this technique is able to unravel
the surface chemistry, reactions and dynamics for catalysts and
functional materials under working conditions.
Low-Dose Imaging through Compressive Sensing: There are
traditionally two strategies to achieve low-dose STEM imaging,
by reducing either the pixel dwell time or the probe current.
However, these methods significantly reduce the electron dose
per pixel scanned by the electron probe and thus result in low
image SNR and poor resolution. Moreover, the scanning coil
will become unstable at extremely short pixel dwell time, and
the optics needs to be realigned once the probe current is tuned
with beam crossover moved.[203] More recently, another lowdose STEM imaging strategy, compressive sensing (CS) STEM,
has drawn a lot of attentions.[204,205] Instead of reducing the
pixel dwell time, the total number of scanned pixels are dramatically reduced but the information are well recovered from the
far undersampled images. In this way, the overall accumulated
electron dose within the field of view is significantly reduced
while the effective dose impinged on those scanned pixels
where information reside remains high.
The general sketch workflow of the CS based low-dose STEM
image acquisition is shown in Figure 7a.[206] A special form of
low-dose CS-STEM imaging method, inpainting, is proposed
to recover the undersampled STEM images without compromising the image resolution (Figure 7b).[207] In contrast to the
Bernoulli sampling method, the line-hopping method features
the sparse sampling in lateral scans (Figure 7c), which allows
the simultaneous achievements of high SNR, accurate reconstruction and fast acquisition.[207] As shown in Figure 7d–g,
CS-STEM with inpainting sampling method successfully
recovers with high SNR the undersampled atomic-resolution
STEM image of SrTiO3 with 20% or 10% pixels sampled.[159]
Further undersampling with 5% pixels leads to considerable
artefacts and information loss.
The CS method can be extended to in situ TEM imaging for
image stack or video acquisition, in order to mitigate the slow
readout problem for conventional electron detectors.[208] Under
a similar workflow, a series of coded images are compressed
and assembled into one single frame, which is then recovered
through diverse algorithms (e.g., the nonlocal means algorithm
or generalized alternating projection). Accordingly, the frame
rate and temporal resolution of most electron detectors can be
improved, with reduced effective electron dose rate.[208]
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3.3. Strategies Associated with Specimen and Stage System
3.3.1. Specimen Freezing
The development of cryo-EM allows the unambiguous highresolution structural elucidation of a wide range of biomolecules like proteins with typical critical doses in the range of
20–30 e Å−2.[209] Such a technique promotes significant
advances in structural biology and has been recently honored
the Nobel prize, for the contributions from Jacques Dubochet,
Joachim Frank, and Richard Henderson on sample preparations, single particle reconstruction and image processing, and
electron crystallography, respectively.[12,210]
In the first aspect, the utilization of cryogenic freezing,
either in the microscope or holder, prepares the specimen in
its frozen hydrated state, which allows the direct imaging of its
native structures. This is particularly important for the structural analysis of noncrystalline biological materials. In a similar
way, cryo-EM has been recently employed to characterize nanomaterials and their solid–liquid interfaces at high resolution.[211]
These solid–liquid hybrid nanomaterial systems are frozen first
and then put onto the holder for EM imaging (Figure 8a,b).
In the second aspect, low-temperature imaging minimizes
the radiolytic and heating damage for beam-sensitive materials, so as to increase their critical doses.[212] Typically, the
thermal vibrations required to achieve the energy–momentum
conversion for electronic excitations are quenched by low temperature.[64,65] This effect is significant for insulating materials
such as MOFs, molecular crystals or polymers due to their
more severe ionization damage.[52] For example, MOFs are
very beam-sensitive porous materials and would be completely
amorphized through ionization under a typical dose for conventional HRTEM imaging.[35] Using cryo-EM at liquid-nitrogen
temperature, the pores of MOF-5 can be clearly resolved, as
shown in Figure 8c–g.[213] Cui and co-workers used the cryoholder to image ZIF-8 nanocrystals and observed an elevated
critical dose compared with conventional imaging conditions.[49]
The liquid nitrogen temperature also stabilizes the ZIF-8-CO2
heterostructure and allows the identification of two distinct
CO2 binding sites and considerable lattice expansions within
the framework of ZIF-8 (Figure 8h–j).[49] As another example,
the morphological evolution of beam-sensitive macromolecules
can be directly monitored with subsecond time resolution
using cryo-EM. The macromolecular self-assembly, nucleation,
and growth processes can be clearly observed without considerable structural damage, which have been reported and summarized by Patterson et al.[32] Leijten et al. quantitatively evaluate
the beam damage effects on crystalline organic polymers and
observe a significantly enhanced irradiation durability under
cryogenic conditions, which increases the critical dose up to
≈7 times higher.[79]
A considerable issue for cryo-EM is beam-induced specimen
motion that degrades the image resolution,[214] which is more
severe for frozen hydrated biological samples.[214] The development of ultrafast cameras allows the shorter exposures and
acquisition of time-series EM images for motion tracking,
which enable the recovery of high-frequency information
through diverse “motion-correction” algorithms as discussed in
the Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 7. a) Schematic illustration of the CS framework with b) Bernoulli sparse sampling and c) line-hopping sparse sampling. The whole process includes:
i) the transmission of high-dimensional signal u0 derived by the matrix C and a sparse coefficient vector S0; ii) then u0 is compressed with measurements of B
and recorded with a low-dimensional signal x; iii) In the recovery process of the signal x, a sparse coefficient S1 is estimated with method L1 and then recover
to u1 with matrix C. a) Reproduced with permission.[206] Copyright 2012, Annual Reviews. b,c) Reproduced with permission.[207] Copyright 2016, AIP Publishing.
d–g) The (under)sampled and reconstructed images: d1–g1) 100%, 20%, 10%, and 5% (under)sampled images, respectively. d2–g2) The corresponding reconstructed images. The 100% sampled image is denoised only (scale bar: 2 nm). Reproduced with permission.[159] Copyright 2014, Oxford University Press.

3.3.2. Specimen Coating
Specimen coating is another effective method to decrease
various types of electron beam damage and increase the critical dose. Through specimen coating, surface sputtering can
be effectively minimized or even avoided when a thin film of
either carbon, metal or metal oxide is applied as the protecting
layer.[215] Such a protecting layer itself should also fulfill several
prerequisites, such as appropriate thickness and sputtering
threshold.[215] Thinness is needed because a thick protection
layer would induce additional electron scattering and reduce
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the image contrast. Similarly, a coating layer with a small sputtering threshold only delays the damage rather than avoiding
it.[215] An appropriate specimen coating could effectively reduce
the mass loss and crystallinity degradation,[57,59] because it provides a diffusion barrier for the light gaseous species, easing
those damage effects associated with their emission from the
surface. Regarding charging effects, coating the specimen with
a conducting film (e.g., carbon) provides an effective solution.[162] Such a conductive coating layer works especially well
for cryo-EM samples that are nonconductive and suffer from
strong charging effects. Furthermore, an ultrathin coating of
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Figure 8. a,b) Schematic illustration of the “Cryo-transfer” process for transferring Li dendrite sample to the cryogenic TEM holder. Reproduced with
permission.[19] Copyright 2017, AAAS. c) HRTEM image of MOF-5 crystals with FFT as the inset. d) Experimental, e) filtered, and f) simulated HRTEM
images of a local region indicated by the white box in (c). g) Structure of MOF-5. Reproduced with permission.[213] Copyright 2012, Elsevier. h) Cryo-EM
image of ZIF-8 (outlined by dashed white line) taken along the 〈111〉 direction at −170 °C with electron dose rate of ≈4.5 e Å−2 s−1 for 1.5 s. i) Magnified
images of green boxed region from (g). j) Corresponding FFT pattern. Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

continuous metal or dielectric layer on the specimen surfaces
has also been reported to reduce radiolysis.[57] An excellent
specimen coating strategy utilize graphene as the protecting
layer, as proposed by Ute Kaiser’s group and Novoselov’s group
respectively.[26,216] The ultrasmall thickness and high conductivity of graphene provide a promising solution to beam damage
without compromising image contrast and resolution. It has
been found that a protective graphene layer leads to an obvious
improvement in the radiation tolerance of monolayer MoS2.[216]
Additionally, graphene–MoS2–graphene sandwich structures
exhibit higher stability and lower defect formation rates, in
contrast to either bare MoS2 or an MoS2–graphene bilayer configuration.[26] In addition to the specimen coating, there are also
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other specimen treatments that may effectively enhance their
electron beam irradiation durability. For example, dehydration and chemical doping of the zeolites have been observed
to remarkably stabilize their structures against electron beam
irradiation.[217,218] The dehydration and dioxygen treatment of
organic thin films have also been proved to remarkably extend
their critical doses under cryogenic conditions.[79]

3.3.3. Low Dose (Rate) Orientation Sampling
Low-Dose Zone-Axis Alignment: According to the doselimited resolution scheme,[57] the image resolution is actually
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determined by the maximum allowed electrons used for
imaging before structural degradation. A complete workflow of low-dose TEM imaging for crystalline materials usually includes the following steps: i) specimen searching and
tracking, ii) zone-axis alignment, iii) imaging mode switching
and imaging condition tuning, iv) image acquisition, and v)
image processing and analysis. Accordingly, within the electron
dose upper limit, one should always maximize the dose used
for image acquisition (step iv) and minimize the dose for preimaging operations (steps i–iii).
To achieve this, the specimen searching should be carried
out under extremely low dose rates in the range of 10−3 to
10−2 e Å−2 s−1, with visibility enhanced by applying a large
defocus or switching to diffraction mode.[219] Then, a zoneaxis alignment becomes a dose-limiting preimaging step for
crystalline materials. Unlike conventional high-dose zoneaxis alignment procedures that involve repetitive orientation
sampling, an one-step Laue-circle-based zone-axis alignment
procedure allows “tilting in the dark” with negligible dose
consumption, i.e., far less than 1 e Å−2.[34] The detailed procedure is demonstrated in Figure 9, which evaluates the off-axis
deviation angle by fitting the Laue circle formed by the intersection of Ewald sphere with zero-order-Laue-zone. The deviation
angle is then partitioned into the α- and β-tilt axes based on
precalibrated stage tilts, which facilitates the one-step zone-axis
alignment with an accuracy of 0.02° (Figure 9g).[34] With such
a protocol, accurate zone-axis alignment can be achieved on a
wide range of beam-sensitive materials.[34,135,137]
Low-Dose Electron Tomography: Conventional electron tomography (ET) as a high-dose technique, requires the sampling of
a few tens to more than one hundred projections for the 3D
reconstructions, which usually results in an accumulated dose

of ≈103 e Å−2 for low magnification[220] or ≈106 e Å−2 for high
magnification[221] reconstructions, respectively. Hence, the
application of conventional ET on beam-sensitive materials is
very challenging. An effective strategy to markedly reduce the
cumulative dose for ET is to reconstruct through undersampled tilt series. CS algorithms can be implemented in such
low-dose ET scheme for constructing 3D tomograms through a
greatly reduced number of stage tilts.[222] Generally, CS requires
the reconstructed object to be compressible, or sparse, in a
certain domain. In other words, CS-ET aims to find a sparse
representation of the reconstruction (solution) based on a set
of ill-posed linear equations.[223] There are two common sparse
representations used for various objects: gradient and wavelet.
For the tomographic reconstruction of most nanomaterials, it
is usually reasonable to assume that the gradient of the object
is sparse.[224] Hence an reconstruction algorithm that simultaneously minimizes the difference between i) the data and
the model and ii) the norm of discrete gradient (i.e., the total
variation minimization, TVM) is often employed.[225,226] CS-ET
allows the reconstruction of biological specimens with a much
higher SNR than the weighted back-projection (WBP) algorithm (Figure 10a).[227] Saghi et al. use gradient-based CS-ET to
reconstruct the 3D structure of a concave iron oxide from nine
projections, which could not be achieved with the conventionally adopted simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique
(SIRT).[228] Moreover, based on only four zone axis projections
along with extra restrictions from vacuum voxels, Goris et al.
could reconstruct the 3D structure of Au nanorods at atomic
resolution using gradient-based CS-ET for the explicit identification of surface termination and microfacets (Figure 10b).[225]
Apart from CS algorithm, discrete tomography is another
vital construction technique that utilizes undersampled tilt

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the “Laue-circle”-based zone-axis alignment procedure. SAED patterns with a) a slightly off-axis condition, b) peak
labeled, c) the Laue circle delineated, and d) an on-axis condition after a single stage tilt. Illustration of e) the off-axis condition, f) the on-axis condition, and g) the alignment procedure. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2018, AAAS.
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Figure 10. a) Comparison the SNR of tomograms for biological materials reconstructed by CS and WBP algorithms. Reproduced with permission.[227]
Copyright 2016, Elsevier. b) An orthogonal slice view of the atomic-resolution 3D tomogram reconstructed for a gold nanorod by CS-ET. Reproduced
with permission.[225] Copyright 2012, Springer Nature. STEM image, refined model of Ag clusters and number of Ag atoms per column along the
c) [10 1] direction and d) [100] direction, respectively. e) The computed 3D reconstruction of the Ag nanocluster by discrete tomography viewed
along three different directions. Reproduced with permission.[233] Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. f) 3D reconstruction of Au68NP structure by
SPT: f1) left: back projection from the reconstruction; middle: class average of the EM images; right: EM images. f2) Electron density map. f3) Au68(SH)32
model. Reproduced with permission.[238] Copyright 2014 AAAS. g) Surface shape and atomic structure views of the Au[110] sample derived by in-line
holography. Reproduced with permission.[239] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.

series.[229–232] It increases the reconstruction fidelity with fewer
projections by imposing “discreteness” of an object, which can
be a discrete component like atoms or a discrete phase.[231] A
successful example for discrete tomography allows the highfidelity reconstruction of a gold decahedral nanoparticle from
only 15 projections.[231] Based on aberration-corrected STEM,
discrete tomography and statistical parameter estimation
theory, the 3D atomic structure of nanosized Ag clusters have
been reconstructed from only two HAADF-STEM images
(Figure 10c–e).[233]
Single-Particle Tomography: Apart from those low-dose ET
strategies that have all electrons impacting on the same particle,
single-particle tomography (SPT) provides another solution for
dose-efficient 3D reconstruction by fractionating the required
overall electron dose over different particles.[234] This technique
is particularly important for particles with identical structures
but projected along diverse directions, from which the low-dose
2D TEM images are collected, aligned, classified, averaged and
oriented in 3D space to reconstruct a high-resolution tomogram
of the specimen.[235] SPT serves as an important and widely
used low-dose imaging technique in resolving 3D structures
of beam-sensitive biological macromolecules, especially united
with cryo-EM.[235–237] Its applications in materials sciences have
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recently been explored, particularly in determine the atomic
structures of ligand-protected metal clusters.[238] Figure 10f1
shows the aberration-corrected TEM images for Au68 particles
collected at low dose along different orientations.[238] The SPT
reconstruction provides an atomic-resolution 3D structural
elucidation of the Au68 cluster (Figure 10f2). According to the
reconstruction, Au68 cluster is composed of three parts, namely
a Au13 cuboctahedron core, an Au24 fcc-like shell and outer Au31
atoms deviated from an fcc packing (Figure 10f3).[238]
Low Dose Rate In-Line Holography: The 3D reconstruction
can be achieved even from a single projection by in-line holography, which is based on the quantitative interpretation of the
electron exit wave reconstructed from focal series of HRTEM
images.[239] The electron exit wave reconstruction has long been
adopted to eliminate the impact of point spread functions on
phase contrast imaging.[240] Actually, a single zone-axis projected exit wave of a crystalline particle also contains entire field
information and offers the possibility to determine the distance
of each atomic column with respective to a common reference plane, which allows the reconstruction of its 3D structure
as reported before (e.g., the 3D layered structure and beaminduced structural dynamics of graphene[241,242]). In particular,
this technique is compatible with a wide range of dose rate,
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facilitating the application of low-dose-rate in-line holography
in beam-sensitive materials.[243] As an example, the low-doserate in-line holography successfully reconstructs the 3D structures of germanium, gold and magnesium oxide particles.[239]
Figure 10g shows the 3D tomogram in surface shape and
atomic structure views of dome shaped Au nanocrystal, where
diverse nanometer-sized facets, including both high energy and
low energy ones, can be clearly observed.

3.4. Strategies Associated with Electron Detection System
3.4.1. Essential Challenges of Electron Detection
The overall performance of an electron detector strongly
influences the TEM image quality in terms of both SNR and
resolution, and is critically determined by many factors, such
as electron dose, signal integration method, beam intensity distribution, and beam exposure mode.[154] The essential
challenges for high-performance electron detection lie in the
achievements of high sensitivity, good resolution, good linearity, large dynamic range, and high speed. In general, the
sensitivity of the detector depends on its DQE, which may be
dose-rate-dependent, and determined by the electron detection mechanism and the detector architecture.[244] The detector
performance is also determined by its point-spread function
(PSF), which should be as narrow as possible to ensure the
highest modulation transfer function (MTF) near the resolution limit.[245,246] On the other hand, detector linearity and
dynamic range should be optimized to guarantee a linear electron–signal relationship over a wide range of beam current
densities.[247] The detector speed relies on the capabilities of its
data handling and transfer architecture, which becomes crucial
for accurate specimen-motion correction,[248] as introduced
in Section 3.4.2.
Traditional image recording systems include photographic
film, image plates and scintillator-based CCD cameras. Both
films and image plates have small pixels (film) or the good linearity (image plates).[54] However, they require extensive postprocessing procedures and do not allow real-time imaging.
Since the 1980s, CCD-based cameras have been introduced
into electron microscopy, offering the possibility of realtime readout.[249,250] To avoid damage from direct exposure
to high-energy electrons, CCD-based cameras usually incorporate a scintillator, which entails a signal conversion from
electrons to photons that are transmitted through fiber optics
or lens coupling, and then to electronic signals for readout
(Figure 11a,b).[244] Both the scintillator and the fiber optics (or
lens) scatter the electrons and photons, which contributes to
the PSF and degrades the detector performance.[244] The SNR
of low-dose TEM images rendered by CCD cameras is actually
restricted by PSF effects and the relatively high readout noise.
In addition, the charges in slow-scan CCD cameras have to be
transferred row by row into a serial register and readout pixel by
pixel. This limits the readout speed of slow-scan CCD cameras
and restricts their applications in accurate specimen motion
correction. In general, advances in the low-dose imaging of
beam-sensitive materials lie in the revolutionary electron detection technologies.
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3.4.2. Direct-Detection Cameras
Recently, the invention of direct detection cameras (DDC) has
led to a significant breakthrough in the field of low-dose electron microscopy. Such cameras use a simple direct electron
detection method instead of the complex electron-to-photon-tosignal detection mechanism.[244] This effectively eliminates the
noises arising from the signal conversion and transmission,
and greatly enhances the DQE as shown in Figure 11e.[214,244]
The DDC uses an imaging sensor (Si) to receive the electrons
that are deposited onto the top-layer and then directly convert
to an electronic signal for readout (Figure 11c,d).[244] The use
of silicon reduces the PSF, which is larger in the conventional
CCD detector with phosphor scintillators, and thus improves
the resolution.[244] The new-generation DDC is a back-thinned
CMOS detector, enabling a dramatic decrease of electron backscattering from the sensor to the active layer (Figure 11d),
and therefore further improving the PSF.[244] Moreover, the
electron counting mode in DDCs further minimizes the electron scattering noise in the Si sensor and the readout noise,
and thus offer improved DQE for low-dose applications.[244]
Figure 11f,g compares core-loss EFTEM images collected on
CCD and DDC and the latter exhibits a much higher SNR.[251]
An important low-dose application enabled by DDC is the
accurate correction of beam-induced specimen motion through
fast exposure and diverse motion-correction algorithms.
Such motion is often unavoidable during image acquisition,
which severely damps the high-frequency spatial information.
Notably, for low-dose imaging, each image frame with an exposure time short enough to capture specimen motion suffers
from an extremely low SNR under a frame dose in the range
of 0.01–0.025 electrons per pixel.[246] This fact hinders the direct
utilization of traditional motion-correction algorithms, such as
cross-correlation (CC) or phase-correlation (PC) algorithms.[252]
Taking the CC algorithm as an example, an accurate motion
correction requires the precise determination of the CC peak
between neighboring image frames. This algorithm is however
compromised by the largely weakened and broadened CC peak
caused by the insufficient frame dose. Practically, a lower limit
of frame dose for a successful motion correction via CC has
been reported to be around ≈0.8 counts per pixel[248] (approximately ≈2 e Å−2 for an average detector conversion efficiency
of 80% and a pixel size of 0.71 Å at a 44 000× magnification),
which is far beyond the typical frame dose used for imaging
very beam-sensitive materials.[34,35] By employing a recently
developed “amplitude filter” that filters out weak pixels of the
FT amplitude components,[34] motion correction of highly noisy
image frames is readily accessible.
Another important application for DDC is low-dose EM
imaging, beginning from biological specimens. Cheng and
Juliu successfully determined the 3D structure of 700 kDa
archaeal 20S proteasome with D7 symmetry at a resolution of
3.3 Å using cryo-EM and a DDC operated in electron counting
mode.[214] In addition, they also successfully determined the
structure of a mammalian transient receptor potential channel
TRPV1 at a resolution of 3.4 Å, which plays an important role
in pain physiology.[253] Recent advances in structural biology
that combine cryo-EM and DDC even breaks the 1.8 Å resolution barrier.[17]
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Figure 11. A comparison of detector architectures among CCD cameras and DDCs. a) Lens coupled CCD. b) Fiber optical coupled CCD. c) First
generation bulk DDC. d) Second generation back-thinned DDC. Reproduced with permission.[244] Copyright 2013, Cambridge University Press. e) The
comparison of DQE curves of a typical CCD camera versus DDC. Reproduced with permission.[214] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. The comparison
of the Ce elemental map based on the two cerium pre-edges and a cerium postedge acquired on the f) Ultrascan 4000 and g) DE-12, respectively.
Reproduced with permission.[251] Copyright 2014, Cambridge University Press.

The DDC was applied in the field of low-dose EM imaging
of materials science samples only recently. Diverse nanostructures have been revealed with high-resolution, such as
g-CNxHy,[254] CeO2 cubes with oxygen surface dynamics,[255] and
short-range ordered materials (allophane).[256] MOFs belong to
a representative category of beam-sensitive materials that can
only be imaged at high resolution using a DDC rather than a
conventional CCD/CMOS camera. Most MOFs structures are
extremely vulnerable to electron beam irradiation and usually have a very small cumulative critical dose of 15–30 e− Å−2
or even lower.[35,213] Most structural studies on MOFs are traditionally based on X-ray crystallography, which resolve the
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periodically averaged structural information but lose the local
structural information. By employing a DDC, one can retrieve
both long-range ordered and local structural information (e.g.,
surfaces, interfaces, defects, and disorder) at atomic resolution, even under low electron doses.[34,35] Detailed examples are
introduced in Section 4.

3.4.3. Segmented Detectors
Recent developments in STEM detectors also strongly benefit
the low dose imaging of beam sensitive materials. In STEM,
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a highly focused probe is raster-scanned
across the specimen. The scattered electrons
are collected in diffraction plane by STEM
detector.[52] In order to complete millions of
scanning points within a few seconds, scintillator/photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used
for fast readout.[257] The electrons strike the
scintillator and the resulting photons are
transferred into the PMT and output as an
electronic pulse.[258]
Disk-shaped bright-field (BF) detectors are
used to collect low-angle scattered electrons to
form phase-contrast images.[52] Annular darkfield (ADF) STEM detectors collect the highangle scattered electrons to form Z-contrast
images.[259]As shown in the green area of
Figure 12a, the position of the ADF detector is
outside the illumination cone of the focused
electron beam. The ADF can be further categorized into high-angle ADF (HAADF),
medium-angle ADF (MAADF) and low-angle
ADF (LAADF).[260] HAADF signals are dominated by Rutherford scattering and thermal
diffuse scattering, which are sensitive to heavy
elements.[261] Annular bright-field (ABF)
detectors with a solid disc shape, on the other
hand, is located inside the illumination cone
of the focused electron beam (Figure 12a). An
effective ABF detector, which can be achieved
by adjusting the camera length so the center
diffraction disk just falls on a conventional
ADF detector, hybridizes phase-contrast and
allows the imaging of light elements, even the
H and Li atomic columns.[262–264]
For the STEM imaging with either a BF,
ABF, or ADF detector, the signal consists
of scattered electrons integrated over a rotationally symmetric portion of the diffraction
plane. In such cases, only a fraction of the
scattered electrons is utilized to form the
image. Moreover, some useful information
about the specimen, which is encoded in the
azimuthal distribution of scattered electrons,
is lost. Thus, the overall dose efficiency of
BF-, ABF-, or ADF-STEM can be low. In addition to those STEM detectors with rotation
symmetry, segmented detectors have been
developed. Shibata et al. developed such a
segmented STEM detector that has the same
size as a conventional detector and consists
of 16 annular quadrants (Figure 12b), each
coupled to a dedicated PMT.[266] The segmented detector collects almost full range of
the scattered electrons and records their spatial distributions. Segmented detectors can
realize different imaging modes via a combination of images acquired from different
segmented channels, which thus offer dose
efficiency and versatility.[266]
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of a) ADF, BF, and ABF. Reproduced with permission.[265]
Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. b) Four-ring 16-segmented DPC and c) full quadrant DPC
configurations for STEM imaging. b) Reproduced with permission.[266] Copyright 2010, Oxford
University Press. c) Reproduced with permission.[267] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. Simulated ADF
d) and iDPC contrast e) of elements in the periodic table. ADF-STEM image f) and iDPC-STEM
image g) of SrTiO3 recorded under the same imaging conditions. Reproduced with permission.[268] Copyright 2016, Cambridge University Press.
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A recently developed dose-efficient STEM imaging technique based on segmented detectors is called integrated differential phase-contrast (iDPC)-STEM. It makes use of the
electron scattering distribution within the detector pattern and
enables the simultaneous imaging of both light and heavy elements across the periodic table with relatively low total dose
(Figure 12d,e).[268,269] By combining the four quadrant signals
with differential operations (Figure 12c), iDPC enables the
possibility on a thin specimen to reconstruct the phase image
which is representative of the (projected) electrostatic potential and thus directly interpretable.[267] Figure 12f–g shows the
STEM images of SrTiO3 obtained by conventional ADF-STEM
technique and iDPC-STEM technique, respectively.[268] The
oxygen columns and carbon contamination are clearly observed
from iDPC-STEM images rather than ADF-STEM image, indicating the advantage of imaging low-Z elements in the iDPCSTEM mode. Moreover, iDPC-STEM is also widely used for
low-dose (rate) imaging. Carlsson et al. successfully imaged
Li in LiTi2O4 and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 using iDPC-STEM with an
electron beam current as low as a few pA.[269] iDPC-STEM has
also been shown to decrease the dose rate for atomic-resolution
imaging of a zeolite by a factor of five.[270] Additionally, iDPCSTEM technique is quite sensitive and can be used to map
the strain fields,[271] electric fields,[265] and electromagnetic
fields.[257]

3.4.4. Pixelated detector
As a special type of segmented detectors, pixelated detectors
provide an ultimate detector form for STEM imaging that incorporates the full range of reciprocal space information. Such
detectors enable a versatile 4D-STEM imaging mode, which is
comprised of full diffraction (i.e., CBED) patterns, containing
important information on the crystal structure,[272] chemical
composition,[273] electric fields,[274] defects/disorder,[275] and
strains,[276–278] etc., for each probe position (Figure 13).[267,279,280]
As a representative 4D-STEM technique using a pixelated
detector, electron ptychography or ptychographic diffractive
imaging records a full set of diffraction patterns from multiple
probe positions, which allows post-acquisition aberrationcorrection and quantitative phase retrieval of the exit wavefunction from the overlap regions of diffraction disks (colored area in
Figure 13a) where the diffracted beams interferes coherently.[281]
This process does not require a priori knowledge about the probe
function and overcomes the drawbacks of electron coherent
diffractive imaging (CDI),[282] by eliminating the problems of
nonunique solutions and a limited field of view. As proposed
by Rodenburg et al.,[2] electron ptychography is usually conducted with large sampling redundancy in the probe positions,
followed a phase retrieval algorithm such as the extend ptychographic iterative engine (ePIE),[283] difference map (DM),[282,284]
hybrid input–output (HIO)[285] or Fourier-based direct algorithms.[157,286] Electron ptychography enables the recovery of
structural information for both heavy and light elements in
three-dimensions and at atomic resolution.[272,281,287–289] Typical
pixelated detectors, including monolithic active pixel sensors
(MAPS) and hybrid pixel array detectors (PADs),[290] are both
high throughput and suitable for ptychographic applications.
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The MAPS is made up by sensor and readout electronics in a
single layer.[290] While the PADs have a thick diode sensor layer
and silicon readout electronics chip layer as schematically illustrated in Figure 13b.[290] The PADs can achieve a 1.1 kHz frame
rate and single electron sensitivity, which enables rapid and
sensitive signal collection and specimen drift minimization.[290]
The ptychographically reconstructed image has improved contrast transfer and better overall SNR than DPC or ABF/ADF,[267]
even under low dose conditions.[291] This point can be further
improved once a pixelated detector has higher sensitivity and
dynamic range, because those weak signals at high scattering
angles that contain high-resolution information are collected
with higher SNR.[292] Sagawa et al. developed a pixelated STEM
detector coupled with a direct electron CCD image sensor under
the ADF detector, allowing the simultaneous collection of ADFSTEM images and 4D datasets under low-dose conditions.[293]
Figure 13c,d compares the ADF-STEM image and the ptychographically reconstructed phase image of an SWCNT, showing
the advantages of the ptychographically reconstructed phase
image with much higher image contrast and SNR.[293] Muller
and co-workers reported a new type of electron microscopy
pixel-array detector (EMPAD) that allows deep sub-Ångström
resolution and significantly improved contrast for imaging
point defects in 2D materials.[294] An alternative low-dose ptychography strategy is to use a defocused scanning probe, which
allows post-acquisition focusing and effectively overcomes the
problems associated with long acquisition, high dose, specimen
drift and unmanageable volume of data via only a few tens of
highly overlapped probe positions, to achieve atomic-resolution
ptychographic reconstruction.[292,295] Wang and co-workers
carried out low-dose ptychography on MoS2 using a direct detection camera and such a defocused probe.[296] In addition, a new
design of hollow pixelated detector that allows simultaneous
ptychographic phase-retrieval and electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis has recently been proposed.[297]
Another dose-efficient imaging technique involving a pixelated detector is STEM imaging with “matched-illuminationand-detector-interferometry” (MIDI-STEM).[298] It integrates
prespecimen phase gratings, aberration correction, a direct
detection pixelated detector, and postacquisition phase retrieval
to reconstruct phase-contrast images with almost ideal linear
contrast transfer over a wide range of spatial frequencies
(Figure 13f).[298] Specifically, a phase plate fabricated with
alternating concentric trenches is placed at the probe-forming
aperture position to introduce a 0 or π/2 phase modulation of
the incident electron beam.[298] The transmitted central beam
at each probe position is then recorded via a direct detection
pixelated camera, which is further fitted to a virtual detector
according to the geometry of the phase plate to produce a linear
phase contrast image.[298] MIDI-STEM provides a dose-efficient
imaging solution with much enhanced contrast transfer at
low spatial frequencies compared to ABF-STEM, DPC-STEM
and even ptychographic 4D-STEM, and thus is an ideal tool
for imaging low and high atomic numbers simultaneously
(Figure 13g–i).[298] The suppressed low-frequency contrast
transfer of ptychographic 4D-STEM originates from the completely destructive interference of diffracted beam in the “tripleoverlap” regions that generally have no phase information and
appear at low spatial frequency along with zero aberrations. At
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Figure 13. a) The interference between the scattered and unscattered discs and the selective signal recording over detector pixels. Reproduced with
permission.[267] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. b) Schematic illustration of STEM imaging using a pixelated detector. Reproduced with permission.[290]
Copyright 2016, Cambridge University Press. Comparison between c) an ADF-STEM image and d) a ptychographically reconstructed phase image of
an SWCNT. Reproduced with permission.[293] Copyright 2018, Cambridge University Press. e) Conventional STEM setup, with a round probe-forming
aperture and monolithic, single-pixel ADF and BF detectors below the sample. f) MIDI-STEM setup, with a patterned phase plate placed in the probeforming aperture and a pixelated detector below the sample. STEM image obtained using g) MIDI-STEM and h) ADF-STEM setups. Reproduced with
permission.[298] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. i) STEM images obtained by MIDI-STEM, ptychography, and PMIDI-STEM imaging modes under
different doses. Reproduced with permission.[157] Copyright 2016, Elsevier.

higher spatial frequency, however, only “double-overlap” regions
appear, from which the phase information could readily be
extracted to ensure the phase contrast transfer function (pCTF)
for ptychographic 4D-STEM approximately twice as high as
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MIDI-STEM.[267] There are two strategies to further enhance
the low-frequency contrast transfer of ptychographic 4D-STEM
so as to enhance the interference in the “triple-overlap” regions:
i) to introduce a phase ramp by aberrations (e.g., defocus)
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Figure 14. a) Plot of pCTFs curves normalized by the noise level versus spatial frequency for ptychography (Ptycho), DPC by a pixelated detector (DPC
pixel), DPC by a quadrant detector (DPC 4-seg), DPC by the 16-segment detector (DPC 16-seg), normalized ABF (nABF) and non-normalized ABF
(ABF). Reproduced with permission.[299] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. b) The pCTF curves of PMIDI-STEM with an eight-ring pairs phase plate (black solid
line), MIDI-STEM with the same phase plate (red solid line), in-focus (dash-dot line) and defocus (dotted line) ptychography respectively. Reproduced
with permission.[157] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. c) Simulated HRTEM, MAADF and ptychography images of graphene at 80 kV under coherent and partial
coherent conditions along with a dose of 20 000 e Å−2. Reproduced with permission.[300] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

and ii) to introduce a phase shift by the prespecimen phase
plate. The former strategy, termed as defocused ptychographic
4D-STEM, greatly enhances the low-frequency contrast transfer
but results in large oscillations in the pCTF due to the defocus
effects.[296] The latter strategy, termed as ptychographic MIDISTEM (PMIDI-STEM), combines the advantages of both electron ptychography and MIDI-STEM toward an enhanced and
linear pCTF, which provides a more robust solution for a wide
range of low-dose STEM applications.[157]
An immediate question arises regarding to the dose efficiency among the diverse EM imaging techniques discussed
above. Seki et al. systematically compared the dose efficiency
among multiple STEM-based low-dose imaging techniques via
pCTF by including the noise effects.[299] As shown in Figure 14a,
the results indicate that the maximized pCTF of ABF by introducing aberrations can be further enhanced by normalizing
the total electron counts.[299] DPC imaging modes with various
detectors generally have more efficient contrast transfer than
ABF, and their pCTF increases in the order of quadrant, 16-segmented and pixelated detectors.[267] Ptychography has overall
best dose efficiency among these techniques.[299] Yang et al.
proposed that the ptychographic reconstruction of signals from
DPC detectors provides better image SNR than the difference
DPC signals, while the dose efficiency critically depends on the
detector geometries (i.e., a 4-ring/16-segment geometry is less
efficient than a 4 × 4 array/16-pixel geometry).[267] Moreover,
Ophus and co-workers include the effect from prespecimen
phase plate,[157] which suggests that PMIDI- and MIDI-STEM
imaging modes outperform other techniques in terms of the
pCTF over the whole spatial frequency due to their approximately linear phase transfer (Figure 14b). Pennycook et al.[300]
further compared the dose efficiency of ptychographic phase
contrast imaging with conventional HRTEM (Figure 14c). They
concluded that the former technique has better dose efficiency
under partial coherent imaging conditions. The reason lies in
the fact that the temporal incoherence and lens fluctuations
in HRTEM will lead to defocus spread and further reduce the
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image quality.[300] STEM ptychography benefits from directly
interpretable image, “double resolution” and reduced temporal
incoherence effects arising from achromatic lines in the double
disk overlap regions.[300]
In practice, selecting the optimum EM technique and condition for imaging beam-sensitive materials is more complicated and requires the extensive consideration of the following
issues: i) the dose-rate effects (i.e., linear, direct or inverse
effects), which is important for selecting imaging modes (TEM,
STEM, or UEM) and beam current density; ii) the dominant
beam damage mechanism (i.e., knock-on, radiolysis or other
secondary/tertiary processes), which determines the employed
electron energy, imaging modes and specimen treatments;
iii) the structure of the specimen (i.e., crystallinity or interparticle structural equivalence), which is associated with the
preimaging operations (e.g., zone-axis alignment) and structure
determination strategies (e.g., SPT method); iv) the electron
detector performance (i.e., sensitivity, resolution, dynamic
range, and speed), which is closely related with the imaging
modes, image acquisition strategies (e.g., direct imaging or diffractive imaging), and postacquisition data processing.

4. Materials Science Applications and Discoveries
4.1. The Emerging Need for Imaging Beam-Sensitive Materials
The significant advances in diverse fields of materials science
over the past few years have largely extended the target materials to more hierarchical, lower-dimensional or less-stable
systems, as pioneered by the discovery and synthesis of single
atom catalysts,[301] microporous materials (e.g., MOFs/COFs/
zeolites),[302–304] 2D materials[305] and organic–inorganic hybrid
materials.[306] Because most of these materials feature either
weak chemical bonds, ultrasmall dimensions or fragile porous
network, they are highly vulnerable to electron beam irradiation and thus excluded for conventional EM imaging.[34,35,37,128]
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The explicit structure–property relationship of these materials
spanning multiscales and multidimensions would be necessary
to inspire new structural designs so as to adapt diverse materials science applications. Accordingly, there is undoubtfully
an emerging need for involving the leading technologies and
methodologies to image beam-sensitive materials.

4.2. Crystal Structure elucidation
Crystal structure elucidation is one of the most fundamental
problems for all crystalline materials. Generally, crystallographic methods based on either X-ray, neutron or electron
are used to determine the spatially averaged periodic structures of crystalline materials through diffraction, which
basically focuses on solving the crystallographic “inversion
problem.”[307,308] To be specific, the crystal structure elucidation
utilizes the recorded amplitudes of structure factors (i.e., how
much matter is scattered) to determine the phases of structure
factors (i.e., where the matter locates).[309] However, traditional
X-ray crystallographic methods have poor spatial resolution
and practically very challenging to implement for polycrystalline samples due to severe reflection overlapping problem.[310]
Electron diffraction is able to probe individual nanocrystals
with a much better spatial resolution, but often suffers from
dynamical effects.[311,312] On the other hand, electron microscopy enables the direct structural elucidation in real space
and at atomic resolution, and allows both site-specific crystallographic (e.g., via lattice-averaging and motif-averaging techniques[34,35,313]) and microscopic approaches for structural study.
A significant restriction lies in its high electron dose (typically
103–104 e Å−2[314]) required for high-resolution imaging, which
is actually far beyond the critical doses of most beam-sensitive
materials.[34,35]
Microporous materials, such as zeolites, COFs, and MOFs,
usually exhibit excellent gas adsorption and separation, catalysis
and ion exchange properties.[315–318] However, most microporous materials are highly vulnerable to electron beam irradiation,[34,35,128] which results in a large barrier for determining
their atomic-scale structure–property relationships. A significant amount of microporous materials has their respective
damage mechanisms dominated by radiolysis,[128] an effective
EM imaging strategy would thus be low-dose imaging. Actually, early developments associated with HRTEM imaging and
structural elucidation of beam-sensitive microporous crystalline materials are pioneered by researchers such as Zou’s and
Terasaki’s groups, including essential developments in lowdose HRTEM imaging techniques and associated digital image
processing methods.[319–322] On the other hand, Buban et al.
pioneered in probing for STEM imaging parameters that would
satisfy the requirements for the imaging beam-sensitive materials.[323] Up to now, the low-dose imaging of microporous materials like zeolites has been extended to the less dose-efficient
Cs-corrected ADF-STEM imaging in several case studies.[128,324]
For example, the ETS-10 zeolite that belongs to the family of
titanosilicates and consists of corner-sharing TiO6 octahedra
and SiO4 tetrahedra can be imaged along the [110] direction
by ADF-STEM as shown in Figure 15a, which matches well
with the superimposed structural models and corresponding
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simulations respectively (Figure 15b–d).[324] By using the
recently developed iDPC-STEM as a more dose-efficient EM
technique, researchers are able to directly observe the atomicresolution structural projection of ZSM-5 zeolite along the [010]
direction (Figure 15e–g), where the projected microporous network composed of ten-ring channels surrounded by five and
six rings and individual T sites can explicitly identified.[269,270]
iDPC-STEM allows the reconstruction of directly interpretable
phase image that correlates the projected potentials and probes
a wide range of different elements.[268] Provided the important fundamental and industrial applications of zeolites,[325,326]
many challenging but significant structural features in zeolites,
such as individual dopants or (in-channel) adsorbates, could be
unraveled by the low-dose iDPC-STEM technique.[327,328]
The DDC and associated low-dose HRTEM imaging methodology provide another strategy for resolving the crystal structures of beam-sensitive microporous materials. In contrast to
the low-dose STEM strategy, the low-dose HRTEM strategy
coupled with DDC would benefit for a wide range of materials
with a direct or linear dose-rate effect and require a much lower
cumulative dose to form a quality image. Hence, it is more
suitable for imaging extremely beam-sensitive materials with
very small critical doses, such as MOFs and COFs.[29,34,35] As
an example, Zhu et al. reported the atomic-resolution HRTEM
imaging of a MOF crystal ZIF-8 under a total dose as low as
4.1 e Å−2, by using a noncorrected electron microscope equipped
with a DDC operated in counting mode. As shown in the
HRTEM image of ZIF-8 along [111] direction (Figure 16a,b), it
is observed that the Zn atomic columns are arranged in a group
of three while the organic linkers are arranged in edge-on and
face-on configurations.[35] Zhang et al. carried out an atomicresolution EM study on the crystal structures of a UiO-66
MOF using a similar low-dose imaging strategy.[34] Different
types of projected Zr atomic columns within the Zr6O8 clusters are clearly identified while even the benzene rings in the
organic linkers are unambiguously resolved with a face-on configuration (Figure 16c,d). Recently, Li et al. reported the direct
imaging of MIL-101 MOF at atomic level and a total dose of
≈8 e Å−2 by DDC. The highly ordered stacking of medium cages
and connections of the surrounding supertetrahedrons can be
directly observed from the triangular and pentagonal patterns,
even though there are more than 5000 atoms in a single unit
cell of MIL-101.[137] Although many MOFs have readily resolvable structures by single-crystal crystallography or in a few
cases by polycrystalline crystallography,[329] DDC-HRTEM provides a general structure determination solution for MOFs via
direct imaging in real-space, especially for those with insufficient crystal qualities for crystallography. Notably, freezing the
specimen further increases the beam durability and critical
dose for these materials, which could largely mitigate the low
SNR issue in low-dose imaging as recently reported in a case
study of ZIF-8 crystals.[49]
Unlike MOFs, the structure determination for a wide range
of COFs is more difficult because COFs are usually not well
crystallized and suffer from severe overlapping and broadening
issues of reflections by polycrystalline X-ray crystallography.
The problem becomes more significant for low-dimensional
COFs when reflection intensities are further modulated by preferred orientations.[29] Peng et al. reveal through DDC-HRTEM
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Figure 15. The low-dose STEM imaging of zeolites using single-pixel and segmented electron detectors. a) HAADF-STEM image, b) the thermal color
map, and c) simulated image of EST-10 along the [110] direction. d) The line profiles of the region that marked in (b). Reproduced with permission.[324]
Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH. e) ADF-STEM image acquired with a dose rate of less than 10 e Å−2s−1, f) iDPC-STEM image acquired with dose of 260 e Å−2,
and g) structural projection of Zeolite ZSM-5 along [010] direction. Adapted with permission.[270] Copyright 2018, Cambridge University Press.

imaging the pore architecture and individual molecular
building units for 2D TPA-COF nanosheets made of TAPA
(tris(4-aminophenyl)amine) and TFPA (tris(4-formylphenyl)
amine) molecules as precursors (Figure 16e–g).[29] The ultrathin
2D COF nanosheets work as a highly sensitive and selective fluorescence sensing platform for DNA molecules (Figure 16h,i),
where the imaging results provide a solid basis for the structure
determination and structure–property relationship study.
2D materials, as another category of beam-sensitive materials, feature superior electronic, optical, magnetic and mechanical properties in contrast to their bulk counterpart, and thus
have promising applications in many fields such as electronics,
photonics, magnetic devices, sensing and catalysis.[330–333] A
straightforward way to elucidate their atomic structures is direct
EM imaging, which is however nontrivial due to the fact that
2D materials are usually vulnerable to the irradiation of highenergy electron beam.[45,172] Practical solutions for imaging 2D
materials usually include low-kV imaging that eases knock-on
damage,[162] and low dose (rate) imaging that minimizes overall
beam damages.[57] Low-kV strategy is widely used in imaging
various 2D materials,[334,335] e.g., graphene, with electron
energy well below its knock-on threshold energy. On the other
hand, by combining the pixelated detector and defocused probe
electron ptychography techniques, atomic resolution phase
images of single layer MoS2 have been successfully obtained
under different electron doses as shown in Figure 17a–d.[296]
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Generally, electron ptychography outperform HAADF-STEM
in terms of both SNR and contrast for “low-Z” elements
by clearly resolving Mo and 2S atomic columns even with a lower
cumulative dose. As another low dose-rate imaging strategy for
crystal structure elucidation, Yu et al. have successfully resolved
the atomic structure of ultrathin 2D CsPbBr3 halide perovskites
by combining aberration-corrected HRTEM with exit-wave
reconstruction with low dose-rate in-line holography, without
causing considerable electron beam damage (Figure 17e–g).[37]
The chemical synthesis and structure elucidation of materials associated with energy conversion have attracted great
attentions due to their wide applications associated with
renewable and portable energy sources.[336] As an example, the
problem associated with the Li-containing electrode materials is
very important for LIB as the leading energy conversion technology, where the Li-containing structures (e.g., Li dendrites)
are usually very beam-sensitive and difficult to be directly
imaged by TEM.[19] This becomes even more challenging once
the complicated structural dynamics during charging and discharging processes was considered, where Li dendrites are
generally undesirable and their formation mechanisms need
to be resolved.[19] In principle, the Li dendrites could suffer
from a combination of knock-on and radiolysis damage,[337,338]
of which the latter could be minimized by freezing the specimen. As a representative work, Li et al. successfully applied
cryo-EM to reveal the atomic structure and growth directions of
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Figure 16. Low-dose HRTEM imaging of MOFs and COFs by DDC. a) The CTF-corrected and denoised, the symmetry-imposed and lattice-averaged
images (model embedded) and b) structural projection of ZIF-8 crystals along [111] direction acquired with a dose of 4.1 e Å−2. Reproduced with
permission.[35] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. c) The CTF-corrected and denoised image of UiO-66 crystal (potential and model embedded) and
d) structural model along [110] direction. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2018, AAAS. e) The CTF-corrected and denoised and f) the symmetry-imposed and lattice-averaged images (model embedded) acquired with a dose of 20 e Å−2 s−1. g) the structural model for network and molecular
building blocks. h) Schematic illustration of the TPA-COF nanosheets based fluorescence sensor for the DNA detection. i) The fluorescence quenching
efficiency benchmark between TPA-COF nanosheets and bulk TPA-COF. Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

as-formed Li dendrites.[19] As shown in Figure 8a,b, the freshly
prepared specimen was rapidly frozen by liquid nitrogen and
then transferred to the cryo-EM holder. Then the atomic structures, growth directions and facets of Li dendrites along different directions can be directly observed with high resolution
by using a Cs-corrected TEM (Figure 18). It is concluded that
the Li metal dendrites in carbonate-based electrolytes tend to
grow as single crystals with preferential growth directions along
the [111], [110], and [211] axes,[19] which provides an explicit
understanding of the atomic-level failure mechanisms in highenergy batteries. The cryo-EM technique itself also provides a
powerful tool for imaging similar Li-containing electrode systems toward the exploration of fundamental and mechanistic
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aspects associated with electrochemical processes involved in
LIBs. More recently, it is also proposed that integrating multichannel STEM imaging (ptychography, HAADF and DPC) and
spectroscopy (EDS and EELS) will provide a thorough and reliable solution to the native structure and chemistry of battery
materials.[339]

4.3. Surface Structure Elucidation
The surface termination structure of materials plays an important role in determining many physicochemical properties
including gas adsorption/desorption, catalytic, electrical, and
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Figure 17. Low-dose imaging of 2D materials through electron phase retrieval techniques. a–c) Phase maps of ptychographic reconstructions from the
same region under doses of 1.57 × 105, 2.75 × 103 and 4.03 × 102 e Å−2; d) HAADF image of monolayer MoS2 recorded with a dose of 3 × 103 e Å−2 (scale
bars: 1 nm). All with their respective unit-cell averaged maps embedded as insets (scale bars: 1 Å). Reproduced with permission.[296] Copyright 2019,
Springer Nature. e) The reconstructed phase image of perovskite CsPbCs3 nanosheet in the [001] projection obtained by reconstructing 80 low doserate AC-HRTEM images via exit-wave reconstruction with a dose rate of 100 e Å−2 s−1. f) Atomic-scale 2D phase mapping. g) The [001] atomic model
of fcc CsPbCs3. Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.

optical properties.[340–344] The atomic-level structure elucidation of diverse surface termination modes for materials actually bridges the gap between mechanistic and performance

studies, which is however difficult because conventional crystallographic methods cannot resolve local surface structures.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) offers a “top-view” of

Figure 18. The crystal structure elucidation for lithium dendrites under cryogenic imaging conditions. Low-magnification TEM, electron diffraction and
atomic-resolution HRTEM images (electron dose rate ≈1000 e Å−2 s−1 for ≈30 s) of lithium dendrites projected along a) [111] and b) [100] directions.
Reproduced with permission.[19] Copyright 2017, AAAS.
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surface, but is largely restricted to clean and conductive surfaces.[345] Undoubtfully, TEM is among one of the most efficient techniques that are able to characterize surface structures
from multiple correlated “side-views” and at atomic resolution,
toward a more robust surface structure elucidation and termination model construction.[346] Nevertheless, surface structure
elucidation for beam-sensitive materials is challenging and
requires the involvement of the state-of-the-art dose-efficient
EM imaging techniques.
As a representative study, the surface termination structures
of ZIF-8(Zn) and UiO-66(Zr) MOFs as extremely beam sensitive
materials can be directly imaged by using the low-dose DDCHRTEM strategy under a typical cumulative dose below ≈10
e Å−2.[34,35] Specifically, the surface termination modes of ZIF8(Zn) crystals with a rhombic dodecahedral shape that exposes
the {110} facets are directly imaged upon the [111] projection,
where “armchair”-type termination is identified (Figure 19a,b)
and subject to further “arm-to-notch” adhesion with each
other.[35] Moreover, similar study was carried out on a UiO66(Zr) crystal with a truncated octahedral shape.[34] The {100}
and {111} surface terminations of the truncated octahedral UiO66(Zr) crystal can be simultaneously studied at atomic resolution
along the [110] zone axis (Figure 19c). Surprisingly, the {111}
surface mainly terminates with BDC linkers while the truncated {100} surface mainly exposes Zr clusters (Figure 19d,e).
Recently, the synthesis-dependent {111} surface termination
structures of octahedral shaped MIL-101 crystals have been
reported.[137] It has been found the MIL-101 synthesized with
no additives or with HF exhibits the same open surface termination with 8 residual supertetrahedrons (Figure 19f–h).
On the other hand, another complete surface termination mode
with 10 residual supertetrahedrons can be observed when acetic
acid is used as the additive. After heating at 150 °C under the
vacuum, the completeness of surface cage decreases remarkably (Figure 19i–k). These low dose EM observations have
strong implications for the unambiguous atomic-level understanding of facet-dependent catalytic properties on MOFs.
As a 2D material, the edge termination modes of graphene greatly affect their catalytic, photoluminescence and
electronic properties.[347–349] It has been reported the edge
of graphene could terminate as zigzag, armchair and reconstructed 5–7 zigzag configurations with different electronic
structures.[347] The theoretical calculation shows the zigzag
edge could exhibit an extra nonbonding π electron state, which
accounts for the lower stability of nanosheet terminated with
zigzag edges than that terminated with armchair edges.[350,351]
Besides, localized spins occurring in the zigzag edge might
lead to the appearance of ferromagnetism.[352] The investigation
of the edge structures at atomic level by TEM would facilitate
the better understanding of electronic features of graphene.
The zigzag and armchair edges of graphene have been directly
imaged at low-kV by Cs-corrected TEM.[353] The conversion
from the armchair to the zigzag edge may occur due to their
different stabilities.[151] He et al. found that the zig-zag edge
dominates at relatively low temperature (below 400 °C) while
the armchair and reconstructed 5–7 zigzag configurations dominates at high temperature (high than 600 °C) (Figure 20a,b).[354]
They also observed the zig-zag edges of graphene, which are
produced by sputtering in vacuum, could exist without any
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functionalization (Figure 20c).[355] Further analysis on the CC
bond length distributions shows about 86% contraction at these
edges relative to the bulk (Figure 20d).

4.4. Interfacial Structure Elucidation
Interfacial structures play important roles affecting many physicochemical properties of materials such as ferroelectricity,
strain, catalytic activity and stability due to the combined geometric and electronic effects.[356–359] For example, the metal/
metal oxide interface has widely been reported to be catalytically significant and account for the strong metal support interactions.[360,361] On the other hand, the metal/metal interface
is important for the complicated atomic diffusion behaviors
across the interface (e.g., the Kirkendall effect).[362] The physical origin of these effects actually depends on the atomic-level
interfacial structure, either coherent or incoherent, which could
be directly figured out by EM imaging and moreover with doseefficient techniques once the materials are beam-sensitive.[35]
Many MOF crystals have very regular shapes and are widely
observed to self-assemble and tile the space.[363,364] Those MOF/
MOF interfaces that appear to be seamless are interesting
because they are closely related with gas adsorption and diffusion properties of the assembly.[365] To unravel the very beamsensitive MOF/MOF interfacial structures, the DDC-HRTEM
strategy offers best opportunity because it has successfully
resolved the periodic crystal structure of ZIF-8(Zn) crystals.[35]
For the interface between assembled ZIF-8(Zn) rhombic dodecahedral crystals, it is interesting to observe that the assembled
ZIF-8(Zn) crystals form a coherent interface through the “armto-notch” adhesion between neighboring armchair terminated
{110} surfaces (Figure 21a). The coherent interface creates
interfacial cavities other than the intrinsic microporosity of
ZIF-8(Zn) framework, which has been predicted to enhance
the diffusivity of various molecules (i.e., H2, N2, CH4, and CO2)
based on the molecular dynamics simulations (Figure 21b).[35]
For 2D materials, the interfacial structure could affect both
the electronic and mechanical properties.[366,367] Imaging
the grain boundary of graphene not only help to build their
structure–property relationships, but also work for the engineering the periodic grain boundaries with tunable electrical
transport properties.[367] Yazyev and Louie calculated the
charge carrier transmission through grain boundaries in graphene based on the momentum conservation principle.[368]
The results shows the charge carrier transmission could have
two distinct transport behavior, which depend on the types
of grain boundaries, as shown in Figure 21d.[368] As a practice, Huang et al. used Cs-corrected STEM to image the grain
boundary of graphene under low-kV.[369] The two grains shown
in Figure 21c exhibit an intersection angle of 27° and the tilt
boundary is composed of a series of pentagons, heptagons and
distorted hexagons along a straight line. Additionally, the measured mechanical strength and electrical properties of these
grain boundaries indicate well maintained electrical properties
but degraded mechanical strength.[369]
Another example for imaging beam-sensitive 2D materials is
conducted on a 2D CsPbBr3 inorganic perovskite as an excellent
model structure for a wide range of photovoltaic, photocatalytic
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Figure 19. The low-dose HRTEM imaging of surface termination structures of MOFs by DDC. a,b) HRTEM image (obtained at a dose of 4.1 e Å−2) and
surface termination model of ZIF-8 rhombic dodecahedral crystals viewed along the [111] direction; Reproduced with permission.[35] Copyright 2017,
Springer Nature. c–e) HRTEM image (obtained at a dose rate of ≈2.0 e Å−2 s−1 and a total dose of 12 e Å−2) and structural models for two distinct types
of surface termination modes in UiO-66 truncated octahedral crystals viewed along the [110] direction. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2018,
AAAS. CTF-corrected HRTEM images (acquired with a total electron dose of ≈8 e Å−2 and a total exposure of 6 s) of f,g,h) freshly synthesized
MIL-101 samples and i,j,k) the vacuum-heated MIL-101 samples (at 150 °C) prepared f,i) with HF; g,j) without additives, and h,k) with acetic acid. Here,
i, ii and iii represent real-space averaging image, the simulated projected potential map, and the projected structural model, respectively. Reproduced
with permission.[137] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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Figure 20. The surface termination structures for 2D materials. a) Low-kV aberration-corrected atomic-resolution STEM image of zig-zag, armchair
and Rec.5-7 types of surface termination modes. b) Temperature-dependent percentages of three different edge configurations. Reproduced with
permission.[354] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. c) Low-kV aberration-corrected HRTEM image and d) measured bond length distribution
represented in ratio values and color scales. Reproduced with permission.[355] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature.

and photodetector applications.[370–372] Many of its important
physicochemical properties have been studied based on its perfect crystal structure models.[373,374] By Cs-corrected STEM, Yu
et al. observed the existence of domains with a Ruddlesden–
Popper (RP)-type phase and related domain boundaries in 2D
CsPbBr3 nanosheets.[375] Moreover, the domain boundaries
between the RP phase and conventional perovskite phases
have been clearly revealed at the atomic level as shown in
Figure 21e–i.[375]
The interface problem is also very important for energy
materials, e.g., the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) problem in
the field of Li-ion batteries.[376,377] Electrolyte in Li-ion battery
are easily decomposed during electrochemically driven process and form an SEI layer with Li metal.[378] It is vital to
elucidate the nanostructure of SEI for further improving the
performance of Li-ion batteries. However, Li-containing electrode materials and organic liquid electrolytes are very sensitive to the electron beam irradiation, which severely restricts
the direct TEM imaging of their interfacial structures.[19] Cui’s
group observed the interface between Li and electrolyte by
freezing the specimen via the Cryo-EM approach.[19] In the SEI
area between Li metal dendrite and carbonate-based electrolyte
(i.e., ethylene carbonate diethyl carbonate (EC/EDC)), small
grains as indexed by Li carbonate (Li2CO3, orange circles) and
Li oxide (Li2O, red circles) are observed (Figure 22a), which
disperse throughout the amorphous film.[19] In another SEI
area between Li metal dendrite and carbonate-based electrolyte
with (10 vol%) fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC), a multilayer
structure containing an amorphous polymer matrix inner
layer and Li oxide outer layer is observed (Figure 22b).[19] They
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further connected the interface structure with the operation
temperature of Li ion batteries.[379] A high operating temperature of 60 °C leads to larger Li particles and better crystallized SEI nanostructure than those at 20 °C. Such interfacial
structure results in faster charge transport kinetics, enhanced
Coulombic efficiency and better stability.[379]
Energy storage is another important branch for the applications associated with energy materials. Hydrogen, as a prospective fuel with high volumetric density, could be produced by
water reduction and widely used in energy conversions.[380,381]
However, the storage of hydrogen remains a challenge due
to the fact that hydrogen cause embrittlement to metals.[382]
Revealing the location of hydrogen atoms in metals provides mechanistic insights into the hydrogen storage process
and promotes new strategies toward the control of hydrogen
embrittlement damage.[383,384] However, imaging hydrogen
atoms is among one of the most challenging tasks for electron
microscopy because hydrogen is the lightest element, especially
when the target material is beam-sensitive.[264] As mentioned
above, most of the elements could be imageable by iDPC-STEM
that is also a dose-efficient imaging technique.[268] Recently,
atomic-resolution imaging of hydrogen have been realized at
the interface between the hexagonal close-packed titanium and
face-centered tetragonal titanium monohydride by using and
Cs-corrected iDPC-STEM (Figure 22c–h).[385] The ideal interface between γ-TiH and α-Ti could have three potential models
of atomic arrangements (Types I–III; Figure 22e). Comparing
the images that are obtained from HAADF, ABF, and iDPC,
it is concluded that iDPC has superior performance than ABF
and HAADF regarding the detection of light elements.[385]
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Figure 21. Imaging interfacial structures of 2D materials. a) The low-dose HRTEM image, CTF-corrected/denoised image and structural model of the
coherent interface formed by two attached ZIF-8 crystals. b) Molecular dynamics simulated self-diffusivities of different guest molecules for bulk (blue)
and interfacial structures (red) of the microporous ZIF-8 frameworks. Reproduced with permission.[35] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. c) Low-kV Cscorrected STEM image of a high-angle tilt grain boundary of graphene. Reproduced with permission.[369] Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. d) Typical
grain boundary models of graphene with different charge transport properties. Reproduced with permission.[368] Copyright 2010, Springer Nature.
e) Cs-corrected STEM images for different types of domains and associated domain boundaries in 2D CsPbBr3 nanosheets. f–i) Enlarged image of
regions I, II, III, and IV in (e). Reproduced with permission.[375] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

According to the iDPC-STEM result, the interface follows the
type I structural model.

4.5. Structural Elucidation of Defects and Partial Disorder
For crystalline materials, defects define any structural imperfections and irregularities with respect to a long-range ordered
perfect structure.[386] On the other hand, partial disorder also
refers to the structural deviation from the perfectly ordered
structure, but is more specifically defined by the microscopic
coexistence of long-range structural order and disorder. These
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highly localized structural features affect not only the physicochemical properties of materials, such as mechanical, optical,
electrical and magnetic properties,[387–389] but also their applications in electronic devices, catalysis, gas storage and separation.[390–392] The characterizations of various defects and partial
disorder is difficult, especially at nanoscopic or even atomic
scale. EM imaging is widely used to probe such local structures,
such as defects and partial disorder.[135,393,394] Similar difficulty
appears when the defective materials are beam sensitive, which
can be tackled by diverse dose-efficient EM imaging techniques.
The defects belong to a type of most important local structures for the beam-sensitive MOFs, because they are closely
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Figure 22. Imaging interfacial structures of energy materials. a) Cryogenic HRTEM image and corresponding scheme of the SEI region for lithium-ion
battery between a) Li metal and EC/EDC and b) Li metal and FEC electrolyte. Reproduced with permission.[19] Copyright 2017, AAAS. c–e) The γ-TiH
unit-cell and possible γ-TiH/α-Ti interface models. STEM images of γ-TiH/α-Ti interface using f) HAADF, g) ABF, and h) iDPC modes with simulated
images as insets. Reproduced with permission.[385] Copyright 2018, Cornell University.

related with their catalytic and gas adsorption/diffusion
properties.[120,138,395] Most of those “indirect” characterization techniques, such as X-ray or electron diffraction, fails to
figure out the intrinsic structures of defects in MOFs simply
because most defects are nonperiodic.[396] Taking the chemically induced defects in UiO-66 MOFs as an example, it has
been a long way before any types of defects in UiO-66 MOFs
can be clearly and directly elucidated.[135] The exact structure
of these defects is at first conceived to originate from disordered solvents in the framework,[397] which was later excluded
and proved to be “missing clusters” by combined diffuse scattering, electron microscopy, anomalous X-ray scattering and
pair distribution function measurements.[396] Recently, Han
and co-workers directly observed the coexistence of ordered
“missing linker” and “missing cluster” defects in the UiO-66
by combining low-dose DDC-HRTEM and ED technique.[135]
Comparing the perfect UiO-66 in Figure 23a,b, the defective
UiO-66 shown in Figure 23c–e exhibit missing contrast of benzene rings at the crystallographic sites occupied by BDC linkers
and thus indicative of the presence of ordered missing linker
defects. Specifically, this conclusion is supported by images
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taken along multiple projections: i) along the [110] direction,
the triangle-shaped channels are merged together to become
the rhombus-shaped channels because of the missing linkers
(Figure 23b,e); ii) along the [001] direction, the contrasts of
BDC linkers that are encompassed by four Zr6O8 clusters present in Figure 23a but not in Figure 23c. On the other hand,
as shown in Figure 23g,h, there are two types of missing
cluster defects observed: one with an REO net, in which Zr6O8
has eight-connected with surrounding clusters through BDC
linkers; the other with an SCU net, in which one-third of the
Zr6O8 clusters has eight-connected while the remaining twothird four-connected.[135]
Various types of defects are also very important for 2D materials. By using DPC-STEM at 80 kV, the topological defects in
graphene, including dopants, Stone–Wales (SW) defects and
nanopores, have been revealed.[398] The defects in graphene
affect both the local atomic configuration and their chemical
bonding state, which is especially difficult to be mapped at
atomic resolution due to the weak signal of electronic fine structure.[398] Figure 24a–c clearly shows the SW defects (5–7–7–5)
structure and atomic electric fields.[398] The four sets of SW
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Figure 23. Low-dose HRTEM imaging of defects in MOFs using DDCs. The lattice averaged and/or symmetry-imposed image motifs and simulated
potentials of a,b) perfect, c–f) missing ligands defects, and g,h) missing clusters defects for UiO-66 nanocrystals. Based on the perfect UiO-66 structure viewed along a) [001] and b) [110] directions, the structural model involving missing ligands defects can be observed along c) [001], d) [100], and
e) [110] directions, which can be further visualized in 3D as shown in (f). g,h) From the [001] projection, the structural projection, potential map and
averaged motif image indicates two different types of missing cluster topologies: g1–g3) REO and h1–h3) SCU. A dose rate of 0.01–0.03 e Å−2s−1 was
used for specimen searching, zone axis alignment, and prefocusing. Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.

defects are connected by one six membered rings. Besides, the
nanopores (Figure 24d–f), which show strong electric field, are
also observed in the bilayer graphene.[398] Electron ptychography
as another dose-efficient diffractive imaging technique, could
also be used to identify a point defect in 2D materials. A monolayer of MoS2 is imaged by EMPAD pixelated detector, which
could form a 4D-STEM dataset, at a primary beam energy of
80 keV to avoid the knock-on damage.[294] From Figure 24g–l,
the reconstructed phase image using full-field ptychography, a
sulfur monovacancy could be clearly observed. Compared to the
coherent bright-field image, incoherent ADF image and integrated center-of-mass (iCoM) image, the image obtained by the
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ptychography shows higher information limit approaching the
Abbe resolution of 0.39 Å.
Partial disorder is another very important local feature for
both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic materials.[399–401] For
example, the presence of polar nanodomain arising from partial
disorder in the relaxor-based ferroelectrics could contribute to
the longitudinal piezoelectricity property of relaxor-PbTiO3 crystals.[400,401] Benefiting from the dose-efficient EM imaging techniques, such partial disorder features can be directly imaged
on beam sensitive materials. For example, the partial disorder
phenomenon of organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite has
been explicitly observed by HRTEM imaging coupled with the
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Figure 24. Imaging defects in 2D materials. a–f) From left to right, low-kV atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image, electric field strength maps and
electric field vector maps derived from DPC-STEM of a–c) Stone–Wales defects and d–f) nanopore region in graphene. Reproduced with permission.[398] Copyright 2018, Springer Nature. g–l) Imaging a point defect in MoS2 by ptychography. g) The phase image constructed by ptychography,
h) iCoM image, i) coherent bright-field image, and j) incoherent ADF image. k) Part of false-colored diffractogram intensities (on a logarithmic scale)
of full-field ptychography. l) Line profile along the dotted horizontal white line in (k) across two diffraction spots. Reproduced with permission.[294]
Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.

DDC.[35] From an HRTEM image of the CH3NH3PbBr3 crystal
as shown in Figure 25, two types of ordered and nanometersized domains with off-centered displaced CH3NH3 cations are
unambiguously identified.[35] The off-center displaced CH3NH3
cations have a “head-on” orientation in one type of nanodomain
while a “side-on” orientation in another, which are associated with “out-of-plane” and “in-plane” electric dipoles. These
observations may help to provide a solid atomic-level structural
model for understanding many interesting physicochemical
properties of organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites.
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5. Summary and Outlook
In this work, inspired by the emerging need for imaging beamsensitive materials, we systematically summarized the structural aspects against beam damages, based on the theories of
beam damage mechanisms and quantitative beam damage
measurements. After further reviewing the essential advances
in dose-efficient EM imaging techniques and methods categorized according to the electron optics system, specimen
stage system and electron detection system respectively, the
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Figure 25. Low-dose imaging of partial disorder in organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite at a dose rate of ≈3.7 e Å−2s−1 and a total dose of 11 e Å−2.
a) CTF-corrected denoised HRTEM image of CH3NH3PbBr3. b,c) The structural model (left) and simulated potential map (right) of CH3NH3PbBr3 with
different CH3NH3 orientations of regions that shown in a, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2018, AAAS.

associated cutting-edge materials science applications and
discoveries were reviewed. Future trends for imaging beamsensitive materials may include the combination of multiple
dose-efficient imaging techniques, such as cryo-EM and DDCHRTEM/iDPC-STEM, which could markedly enhance the critical dose of materials without compromising the image SNR
and resolution. Moreover, the extensive utilization of ultrafast
or pixelated electron detectors also brings the new opportunities for research fields associated with big data management,
processing and analytics (i.e., data mining and data analysis).
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